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Baxter State Park in northern
Mainewill soon be home to the
experimental caribou herd that
has been living M the UniversiAy of Maine for the past two
Years.
._. Fourteen caribou, seven
males and seven females will be
transported from UMaine,
when they have been raised in
captivityç to an undisclosed area
in BALMY State Park.
"We want to restore the majestic caribou to t Le woods of
northern
Maine,"
said
biologist Mark McCollough,
. is-40k ..leader of the Maine Caribou
Reintroduction Project, a

Z:r•
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by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer

1

Springing into action...

privately funded effdit.
The animals will be tranquilized, and placed in
specially-designed "caribou
straight-jackets" before being
placed on the moving trucks.
They will be examined by a
veterinarian and given injections of different substances to
prevent the transfer of parasites
which may have been picked up
at the university pens, to combat any infection from the tranquilizing procedure and to
reduce stress related illnesses.
11vo years ago, twenty-seven
caribou were captured in Newfoundland and transported to
UMaine as an experiment to
(see CARIBOU page II)

Chicago prepares
to elect new mayor
CHICAGO(AP)— Voters in
the nation's third-largest city
choose a new mayor Iliesday.
Democrat Richard M. Daley,
whose iron-listed father-ruled
Chicago for 21 years. is Sfridely
fasored to end a brief era of
black political control.
Daley, far ahead in the polls.
Pittess a hard hat at a construction 'sire Monday. appropriate
headgear as he started the final
day of campaigning and his opponents prepared their last
shots.

Juesday's winner will complete the last two years 0/ the
late Harold Washington's second term. _Washington, the ci-

ty's first black mayor, thett-ora
heart attack in November 1987.
Daley, 46, who defeated
Mayor Eugene Sawyer in the
Feb. 28 Democratic primary,
faces thirdAposty candidate
Timot hy C. Evans, a South Side
alderman and the only black in
the race, and _Republican Ed7
v%ard Vrdolyak, a
Democrat who hasn't won
elected office since switching
parties in 1987.
While Evans, 45, who is running on the Harold Washington
Party ticket, and Vrdolyak. 51,
spent quiet mornings.
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Pat Scannell of Oxford Hall takes
some basketball.
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Slain officer's funeral attracts 1,800 mourners
LE' ISION (AP) — For the second
time it. less than 10 months, hundreds
of police officers from throughout the
Northeast assembled inside a hockey
arena Monday to share their grief and
honor a Maine officer gunned down in
the line of duty.
After a bagpiper skirled "Amazing
Grace," the 1,800 mourners rose to
their feet as six Maine state troopers
slowly escorted the flag-draped casket of
state police Detective Giles R. Landry into the Central Maine Youth Center.
Landry, a 13-year veteran of the force.
was hailed as a dedicated trooper who
made the ultimate sacrifice while

upholding his oath to protect the people of Maine.
"Trooper Landry put his life on the
line to make life a little better, a little
safer, for all of us," said Col. Andrew
Demers, the state police chief. "Let us
never, ever forget him."
Landry, promoted to detective last
August, was shot with a rifle at pointblank range Friday as he questioned a
woman in Leeds about a child-abuse investigation. The object of the probe.
()avid Grover, also killed the woman,
who lived with Grover, before killing
himself with the gun, police said.
Demers said Landry would be

honored in a memorial to law enforcement officers that the state police hope
will be built in Augusta, the state capital.
"His name will be engraved in polished granite as a tribute to him and to all
other police officers that have died in the
line of duty," the chief said.
Landry, 36, was the first Maine State
Police officer to be fatally shot in 25
years and the seventh to die in the line
of duty. More than 200 police cruisers joined
the cortege to Gracelawn Cemetery in
Auburn, where the flag that draped Landry's coffin was folded and presented to
his widow Louise. By her side was the

couple's 9-year-old daughter, Kathryn.
Gov. John McKernan, Attorney
General James Tierney and Public Safety Commissioner John Atwood headed
the list of dignitaries at the funeral.
Word pf the slaying, circulated on a
national police teletype, drew more than
1,100 police to the funeral. While most
were from the Northeast, one
from as far as Illinois and several
represented police agencies in Canada.
The e'TViCP n'ir`nAL•A
of the
funeral held last July for David R.

traveled

memories
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News Briefs
orbachev, Castro discuss problems
HAVANA (AP) — President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev and Fidel
Castro went behind closed doors
Monday for marathon talks expected
to air their ideological differences and
hilight the problems of Third World
nations.
A Soviet spokesman, asked
whether Gorbachev would otter to
forgive Cuba's massive debt to the
Soviet Union, said that subject was
not discussed specifically, altho igh
the leaders did talk about the "enormous debt
plundering the
economies" of Latin American
..countriq.L.
_
The spokesman, Gennady I.
Gerasimov, said Gorbachev's initial
discussions with Castro and the
Cuban Communist Party's Central

Committee were held in a "friendly
atmosphere."
He also said Gorbachev also
reported on the Soviet Union's recent
multicandidate parlimentary elections, which were seen as a popular
victory for the party's refo-rners.
Castro, who has never allowed COMpetitive elections in his 30-year rule,
has openly criticized Gorbachev's
reforms for borrowing too much froi
the capitalist world.
After the ceremonial laying (if a
wreath at the monument to Jose Marti, the father of Cuban independente,
Castro escorted his guest to the Palace
of the Revolution to begin their
discussions, which were scheduled to
continue on and off throughout the
day and csening

Attiemais college to accept men
juthe right courtie of action for the
NEW LONDON, N.H. 1,AP) —
— at this timew
---colreee
iiiiitees at Colby-Siwyer College"
Stock said she felt thc new policy
have voted overwhemingly to begin
would give the school a rare opporadmitting men to the all-female
. _school starting int.belalaf-1990, of- ___tunity to educate students in a very-.
equal manner.
ficials said Monday.
• '
"I am a feminist." she said. But
The school's board of trusters
"1 belies c this can be a very different
voted Saturday after a two-day
kind 01 Loeducational institution .han
meeting on a task force's report on the
an other one in the country. It Lin
feasibility of coeducation. The vote
be at the forefront of (shaping) tti•
wiss 22-1.
relationship between men and
School officials said the decision
women
was difficult, but they cited the need
for a larger pool of school applicants
and the desire of a growing number
Stock said the school plans to adof women to _ be_educated..io.LTa
mit 40 men in the fall of 1990, and
coeducational environment.
then increase the total in successive
"It used to be totally unacceptable
years until there is a 50-50 ratio of
, to me to think about admitting
men to women. She said the school
men," said school President Peggy
also plans to up its enrollemnt from
Stock_ "But I believe admitting men
about 150 students to 600 students

Manchester Airport needs $25 million
in 1988, said Donald Nelson, chairCONCORD, N.H.(AP) — Booming Manchester Airport has become
man of the Manchester Airport
a vital force in New Hampshire's
Authority. Two major airlines have
_i________ecorioosy _bus _badly needs expaostos.--movecl in during that time — United
- and modernization, federal, state,.___.Airhnes in 1984 and USAir in 1986.
worked
wk
local, and business officials said
Travelers and businesses shippign
bard to make an impact here
cargo increasingly are using ManMonday as they urged the state to
at UMaine. By taking the
chester Airport rather than dealing
guarantee 525 million In bonds for the
Senior Challenge, I am insurjob.
with traffic to Logan International
Access to the state's largest airport -Airport. 50 miles to the southeast,
ing
fat I will still impact
Theth
— t*Wrane-Erff roads connecting it 'Whoa said. But Mt-Manchester terthe University even after
to interstate highways — also is
minal mid-Parking lots are becoming
graduation.
woefully inadequate, speakers at a
strained during peak periods.
Senate Capital Budget Committee-- Nelson estimated that Manchester
hearing said. They urged creation or---- Airport now generates 536 million anI've been very active as a•
a state task force to study potential
nually for the New Hampshire
student, and now I'm looking
improvements and ways to pa!
, for economy. twenty years from now it
forward to being a very
them
could generate up to five times that
Manchester Airport has seen a 600
much, with as many as 1.5 million
active alumnus!"
, percent increase in passengers in thc
passengers a year if the airport is ex.„_____pest five yean,handhog 245,c/comers
pandod, Nelson said.

,

Janis Broadbent
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ComMunities Oily impose 'dance ban'
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ruling
does not appear in the Constitution,
there is no "generalized right of social
a long series of Supreme Court deciassociation," the Supreme Court
sions recognized such a right —.insaid Monday that communities may
cluding political and familial
protect young teen-agers by banning
associations.
sfyone over 18 from some dance
halls.
But writing for thr court Mondays-The court unanimously upheld
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist
such a Dallas ban, saying it does hair—-laid,"We do not think the Constituviolate young people's right to
tion recognizes a generalized right of
associate with whom they please.
social association that includes
Although the word "association" chance encounters in dance balls."
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- Busk-meets with rele
of Pan Am flight duster

*Police

Payne, a Lewiston police officer who
died in an exchange of gunfire after he
responded to a report of a traffic accident.
The man charged with murdering
Yard were best qualified to conduct the
- WASHINGTON(AP)--The United
Payne
was on probation at the time; he
criminal investigation, and there is no in- is
- State announced 1111W 011111141016 tO comawaiting
trial.
dication government response to the exbat sky terrorism Monday sandal**of
Landry's first cousin, the Rev. Paul
passengers killed. the Pan Am Flight
Plosion has been inadequate. -Marquis of St. Thomas Aquinas Church
103 bombing ,mounted- a campaign to
--The transportation secretary, in his of Madawaska, told the assembled ofcomplain about avatitistMewity and the---announcement, also ordered all airlifialk --Beers that they were in his prayers.
to acknowledge all Federal Aviation Adgovernment's "lack.---of compassion"
"An occasion like this reminds us all
ministration security bulletins within 24 of the risks that
following the disaster.
you take each day in the
hours. He said compliance would be
Transportation Secretary Samuel
perforinance. of your duty on our behalf
mandatory.
Skinner, who along with President Bush
to seek to assure our safety and well-Such bulletins tell airlines of possible being," Marquis,said.
met with several relatives of those killed
in the explosion over Scotland, told a. threats, and sometimes recommend steps
Tr—per Michael Roux, fr'iend a:"
that can be taken to avert them. In the colleague who patrolled the Maine lionnews conference that airlines will be repast, such recommendations generally pike
quired to install des ices to detect plastic
with Landry, retailed similarities
have been advisory.
explosives in major U.S. airports and
between him and Payne.
Skinner said the government would
foreign airports.
"Gil and David were alike. Both were.
help negotiate for the installation in,. friendly, loving family men with a strong
Relatives of victims in the Dec. 21 exforeign airports of the latest thermal faith and were dedicated to their work
plosion, which has been blamed on a
neutron analysis equipment — which as police officers."
plastic des ice hidden in a radiocassette
Roux said.
can detect plastic explosives — but
player, praised Bush for concern shown
The pastor of Landry's church said
airlines would have to pay the cost, the trooper had become a born-again
in the meeting -and said Skinner's anestimated at up.to $100 million or more Christian six years ago.
nouncement was a good first step.
to cover major airports.
But spokesman Bert Ammerman of
"He was a man of God first in all the
Skinner gave no timetable for install- things he did," said
Dernarest, N.J., told a rally across the
Pastor Peter
*ilk devices. An FAA official, speak- Daignault of Eastgate Fellowship in New
-MM.from the White House that
ing on condition of anonymity, said it Gloucester. "He was not ashamed of the
Measures announced by Skinner were
could take years to get all of the units Gospel of Jesus Christ. He shared it with
-not enough:"
installed.
Ammerman, whose brother Tom was
everyone.
- tietirtllie-TPO*ittitniis
-fothftratk1**--=-'
ed for a unified congressional investigation of the disaster, hand-searching of all
luggage put aboard airliners, and for a
system that allows notification only of
airline, airport and government security personnel when there's a terrorist'
threat.
Skinner said he would recommend
against a coordinated congressional inquiry, although Bush told the relatives
he would consider pressing for such a
probe as opposed to several congressional investigations.
Skinner said the FBI and Scotland-

The weather for Landry's funeral was
gray and rainy, just as it was July 28 when Payne was laid to rest in the same
Auburn cemetery.
In 1988, 156 police officers nationwide
were killed in the line of duty, of whom
77 were shot to death, according to the
National Association of Chiefs of
Police, which said the death toll has remained steady over the past three years.
"It's not going down, that's for
sure," said Donna Shepherd, a
spokesowman for the Miami-based
group.
The cavernous youth center, bestthe site rsf the 19Ai
heavyweight title fight between Cassius
Clay and Sonny Liston, was used for
hockey Sunday night, forcing crews to
work through the early morning hours
to lay down carpet and set up chairs.
Among police, as with firefighters, it
is a tradition for farflung departments
to be represented at the funerals of
brother officers killed on the job.
"It is a sense of brotherhood that they
feel very strongly," said Stephen
McCausland, spokesman for the Maine
Department of Public Safety. "Obviously, when one hurts, they all hurt. And
when one dies, a piece of all of them
dies."

NA
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*Mayor
_ leoatiaaed (rum page I)
Daley made his way to the construction
site along downtown Michigan Avenues
"Magnificent Mile" shopping strip.
- "Hey Rich! Good seeing you. God------ tack
andibrtner Daley-neighbor Jim CROWIC%
24,
_Daley smiled and shook hands', signing a' hard hat for Greg Engelman, a
• superintendent. Engelman said he also
--- had—a—hat signed—by- _Daley's father,—
Richard J. Daley, mayor from 1955 until his death in 1976.
Daley's father ran a patronage army,
and despite later court rulings limiting
city hiring and firing for political
reasons, Evans has often invoked the
name of the late Daley in the warning
that his son would bring back "machine
politics" to serve only the
well-connected.
all rhetoric," Daley said Mandarin an interview with WGN-AM. He
has ot:en promised an open government
and said that as Cook County state's attorney since 1980, he has run a non-.
political shop. 1 he latest poll results, released Monday' by The Daily Chicago Soulhtown
Ecenomist and WBBM-TV, gave Daley
11 percent to 35 percent for Evans and
3 percent for Vrdolyak.
he telephone poll of 918 registered
_voters, with an erroi(margin of pluc or
minus 3 percentage points, showed 8 percent undecided, most of them black in
a city where the voting population is 48
percent white, 42 percent black, and 7
percent Hispanic.

14-.4 tickets sio
guranteed to be the best concert
of the year
tickets will be sold in the following locations 11 a.m.-to 1 p.m.
monday
york commons
tuesday
stodder commons
wednesday
stewart commons
thursday
hilltop commons
friday
wells commons
tickets are also available 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.at the
maine center for the arts and
memorial union information counter
. sponsored by _ocb
conjuction
wtneb
radio 91.9, web, panhel
and student governmerd
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South African policy key for Bush cabinet
mains opposed to further economic
sanctions as counterproductive.
To achieve that, the administration
will have to be more energetic and convince domestic audiaicet that its policy
bir IA. Wayne
is effectivdy MOVing-td-climinate aparThe Christian Science Monitor
!held. say administration and congressional sources.
WASHINGTON — Formulating and
"If the Bush administration makes
implementing an effective policy toward
South Africa a higher priority and shows
apartheid will be one of the Bush ada more activist and creative policy, it may
ministration's most challenging foreign
be able to forestall a new sanctions
policy tasks.
movement." says a key Democratic
Secretary of State James Baker III has
staff aide in the Senate.
reportedly put South Africa policy in the
"We're hoping to refocus attention on
same category of difficulty as U.S. policy
what to do about apartheid, rather than
toward Central America — not only are
on sanctions,"'a. senior U.S. official
they inherently hard situations to resolve,
says. "We're talking about a broader
but they have a bitter political impact in
policy package that includes existing
" the United States.
sanctions but does_ other things, too-"
In both areas, any semblance of biparWhile conceding that the situation in
tisan consensus dissolved during the
South Africa does not appear susceptiReagan years, with the administration
ble to rapid, dramatic change. there are
losing control of key policy reigns to
a number of openings that make more
Congress. Symbolizing the shift was a
activism viable, says a second senior of1986 sanctions bill that overrode a
ficial. For example, he says, South
presidential veto.
African whites and the anti-apartheid
By all accounts. Mr. Baker wants to, ilinied_Democratic Front (UDF) both
take back the initiative and build a
agree on the need to negotiate a new
modicum of consensus, though he reconstitution.

Apartheid top priority
for administration

4
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SATURDAY, APRIL 8,SOO P.M.
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine, Orono
All Seats Reserved $12
$10 UM Students & WERU
Members

VALDEZ, Alaska (AP) — Exxon
apologized Mondas for causing the nation's biggest oil spill and promised to
Jean up every fouled beach in Prince
William Sound. but workers on those
greasy-smelling beaches said their efforts
are futile_
Police continued searching for the
captain of the tanker Exxon Valdez.,
which crashed into Bligh Reef on March
24, spilling 10.111111iom gallons of North
Slope crude.
•
The oil slick has now grown larger
than Rhode Island. Scientists reported
more wildlife death and said a vital her-

ring fishery was threatened I he Prince
William Sound fishery is worth more
than $150 million annually.
"I want to tell you how sorts I am that
this accident took place," said Exxon
Chairman LC. Rawlin full-page adser
usernents placed in newspapers Monday.
"We cannot, of course undo what has
been done. But I can assure you that
since March 24, the accident has been
receiving our full attention and will s;ontiffue to do so."
More than 1,000 seabirds and at least
20 sea otters caught in the oil have died,
some found covered with asphault-hard

,;.:***********************,L
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RAPE CRISIS VOLUNTEERS
7r

Tickets Available at
fir /be

MI

Video Video in Ellsworth, Bar
Harbor & Blue Hill
Grasshopper Shops in
Ellsworth & Bangor
Ryan'.rPizza in Bar
Records in Orono

Li you can give some time each month to
helping victlass of violent actual assault.
We will train you to be a Hotline Advocate.
Call the Director 945-5597 or write for an

9E*

application.

*
*

Or Call Answernione:
1-800-462-7616
A cheap thrills production

- -- - -,
-

Rape Response ServieelkillW
—
P.O. Box 2516Bangor. Maine 04

*Training begins May 3
*

Attention Veterans N
V.A. regulations require that
you verify enrollment status on
periodic basis.
Accordingly. the following times and places have
been arranged for your convenience starting on
April 10 and ending on April 14

ORONO CAMPUS
Monday through Friday. 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall

Monday through Friday. 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Bookstore
•
_

grace period on South Africa. One key
pro-sanctions lobbyist estimates that the
administration' has through April to
come up with its policy. After that, he '
says, supporters of new legislation,
which would impose more-sweeping_
economic sanctions on South Africa,
will press ahead with their bills.
Congress is very much in a wait-andsee mode. says Steven McDonald,
associate director of the Southern Africa
Policy Forum at the Aspen Institute. a
Colorado-based think tank.
Mr., McDonald recently completed a
study of congressional attitudes on
South Africa. He found legislators are
more cautious, in part, because political
pressure has eased since 1986 when
violence in South Africa was regularly
on the news.
More fundamentally, swing legislators
are reassessing the effect on black South
Africans of existing sanctions and
disinvestment by U.S. businesses, he says
These legislators also question how successful sanctions will be in pressing the
government to share power.
.McDonald also found "Avowing
realization that black South Africans are
not uniformly in favor.of sanctions.

Cfaxxon promises beach cleanup

-

Moir Gator

But the UDF lad the exiled African
National Congress say they will
negotiate only if the government releases
political'prisoners and takes other steps
to abolish the system. The government
says it will negotiate only with blacks
who accept its system.
."Maybe the U.S. and others can explore a mediation role here ti bring the
parties together," he says.
Simultaneously, the senior officials
say the U.S. can expand its efforts to
reinforce the economic cloud of black
South Africans and their ability to use
it effectively.
.
One option U.S. Officials are looking
at carefully is closer coordination with
South Africa's other big trading partners
— Britain, West Germany, and Japan.
"While we are unlikely to comince any
of them to impose sanctions like
ours," a ranking U.S. official says,
"we an start to meet periodically to
coordinate steps" aimed at encouraging
reform or showing disapproval.
These and other ideas are, however,
still in the formative stage. The policy
review initiated by Secretary Baker
several weeks ago is not yet far along.
Indeed. the Bush team has a domestic

.
4111."
.

oil. Officials said the death toll is pro,
bably much higher, but they have hird
time to survey only a slice of the sound's
2,500 miles of coastline.
Department of Fish and Game
spokesman Jon Lyman said Monday a
deer found dead on Naked Island about
25 miles southwest of the tanker had apparently eaten cOntaminated food. an in
dication of bow rapidly the spill was
sPfrAcrint"Thar's bad news. That's the top of
the food chain." Lyman said.
On nearby Green Island, hundreds of
birds lay along the beach, as black and
Iffeiess-as the oil-smeared Mai around
them. Sheltered coves and rocky points.
usually clamoring with the sound Of
gulls and other shorebirds, were silent.
"Every day, it's getting a little
worse,' otter rescue specialist -ChrisDonohoe said as he squatted by a dead
sea duck. "You clean a beach -up the tide
changes, artc1-Alloil sows right
back."
Oil is so thick that walking on'once
postcard -perfect beaches is treacherous.
and workers wear hardhats to protect
against injuries from frequent tumbles
on rocks. Oil sprayed by waves splatters
rocks and driftwood lop high above the
tideline. Beaches smell like gas station ,
garages.
More than half the spawning habitat,
used by Prince William Sound herring
has been fouled, said Dennis Haanpaa,
a fisheries biologist with the Alaska
Department of Fish. and Game.
Exxon officials have conceded that
beach cleanup efforts so far have been
futile. But the company said it began a
new -assault with more effective gear,
more workers and a floating command
post.
Exxon Shipping ('o. President 1-rank
larossi said Exxon planned to flush
beaches by pumping seawater over them,
then collect oil from the water with
skimmers. "Wc intend not to leave until the job
is done," larossi said. "We intend to
leave Prince William Sound close to
what it was before the tragedy."
State officials have blasted Exxon's effort to scrub beaches as dismal and ineffective. Less than 4 parent of the thick
crude has been recovered
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UNIaine -graduates run bottling company

One kes
that the
April to
that, he
lation,
'weeping
Africa,
Is.
van-andDonald.
rn Africa
stitute. a

Word-of-mouth sales, donated time from
shareholders keeps company afloat
hs Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
S & O'K is doing OK.
Maine's only independent soda bottler, Butterfield Bottling Company, is
right here in the Orono area, continuing
to produce and distribute its S & O'K
soda just as it has done since 1926.
The small company is based in a
warehouse in the University Mall in
Stillwater. where its 12 charter members
donate their time to produce the soda.
Lorna White is a charter member and
'.ice president in charge. of marketing
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ators are

political
36 when
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!gislators
ck South
)ns and
, he says
how sucssing thc

"It was just a fluke that we found out
and sales. But that 4doesn't MOW tilt
doesn't get her hands dirt). 'Friday she _that Percy was going to retire. He was
v..ris packaging a case of birch beer.
just going to shut the machines down
and walk rosy:prow it. We thought it
A case was to be sent to a plumbing
would a real shame to lose the quality.
company in Connecticut where it will be
:
11 would be a piece of Maine that would
Versed in its employees' lounge.
photo by Doug Virweiew
be gone. We're trying to hold on to Lorna White (fr- ont) and John Moore (rear) stand lit the midst of bottling equip- 1 he custom order was an. exampk of
that," Moore said.
the hands-on duties shared by its
ment they use to produce S & OA soda.
The soda can be found in stores in as
•
shareholders.
item," he said.
with, 10-foot pole, you're not going to
far north as Patten, as far east as Calais,
"We have to have that. %Wm a small
In spite of the higher price, sales
make it:"
and as far south as Portland.
company. It's the only way," White
throughout Maine are increasing as large
He finally got support from People's
"We're selective right now," Moore
said
Shaw's
now
and
Save
Shop
n'
stores
like
Heritage
Bank from a loan officer who
said
The Connecticut order was indictative
sell
O'K.
S
&
birch
beer. But the loan wasn't as
liked
Butterfield has 20 accounts in
of Butterfield's customer sets ice policy.
banks,
Maine
help
from
Despite
little
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had hoped.
much
as
Portland and is hoping to increase sales
Home deliveries arc made and Butterthris-,
profit,
making
a
company
is
out
of the loan than what
the
got
less
"I
for
requests
there
and
other
honor
special
parts
of
Maine.
will
field
ing on word-of-mouth sales and loyal
I secured it with!" he said.
"We don't have our distribution chanflavors other than the 10 which are norcustomers.
Dennis McConnell, assistant proless.or
nel set up well enough in that area. but
mally distributed.
support
financial
getting
said
finance at UMaine and informal adMoore
of
John Moore. A UMaineitridirate and
Moore doesn't use a distributor to
president of the company, said Butterdeliver to Orono and Old Town because
field's goal is to produce a Loality
he says it is their "base."
product.
"We have a goal to manufacture (NJmmPanY also shiPs soda—w---doesn
'
t
California Connecticut and Louisiana._
fashioned soda that's quality and offer
to name jus, a few, but distributing to '
the %amts. of flavor that people want
these places isn'• something that is done
that Coke and Pepsi don't do," Moore
routinely.
said.
S & O'K can also be found at UMaine
"We want to do that on a one-to-one
—yam
It is sold in the Bears' Den. the Dn
bask. To do that effective!), we could use
from Maine banks wasn't easy.
viser to S & OIL said the books await
Yankee, the University Ccib, and Ferd
- More 'people- We doing it OK now, but
One bank persistently denied him.
to blame.
cafeteria.
vvg*M ettLandini"
"They told me to come bad( if 1 was
"(Loan denials) are a very natural
still in business a month later. I'd come
phenomenon," he said. "It's really not
back the nest month and.they'd tell me their
function to lend money to starting
the same thing." he sea "We made it
businesses."
a year, we're going to make it on our
But McConnell remains optimistic
own."
Financial support has had to come about the company.
primarily from capital raised by the com"I don't think finances are Foinglo be
pany's shareholders, but Moore still-tries a 'problem," he said.
to get support from the banks,
"John seems to have clone a very, very
"The financial community in the state good job — with
his energy. common
Of Maine doesn't back small business sense and in putting
it all together. I'm
like I think they should," Moore said. pleased with
what his trcops have
"We're making it without them."
done."
Moore is frustratechhat the bottling
Wherever the capital comes from, the
company can't get help from Maine
company
seems to be surviving on wordindepenonly
is
the
banks even though it
of-mouth sales and shareholders who
dent soda bottler in Maine.
"The banks in our area have not lake part in every aspect of production.
A year and counting, S & O'K is .doresponded to our need," he said.
"One bank said 'I wouldn't touch you ing OK.
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saparalla, pineapple cream, birch beer,
cream soda, wild strawberry (their bestseller), ginger ale, lemon-lime, root beer,
sunripe orange, and grape. '
S & O'K is derived from Harold
Spruce and Percy O'Keefe. O'Keefes.
father, Daniel O'Keefe, bought the
business from Butterfield Bottling Co.
in the early 1900s when it was an ice and
water company. Spruce was Daniel's
cousin.
Moore and White are recent Li Maine
graduates who bought the company
from Percy O'Keefe in February 1988
with help from the shareholders.

"We have a goal to manufacture old-fashioned
soda that's duality..."
John Moore, president of Butterfield Bottling-Ca----
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end to
lose to
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Doug ‘anderv,etcle

John Moore inspects ii shipment of S & O'K soda. Moore is a UMaine graduate
and president of Butterfield- Bottling Company in Orono.
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Sales statistics -are- written -mn--achalkboard :n a make-shift office in the
warehouse. The warehouse also houses
But terfieldes entire bottling operation (a
6,000 case-a-week capacity), cases of its
finished product, and incoming bottles
ready for washing.
Consumers can find the company's
variety wherever S & O'le is sold: sar-

Moore doesn't offer a suggested retail
price, but sells cases of soda for a cornpetitve -price.
"Vk base our price on(Coke and Pepsi'.) 10-o, nce size," Moor; said.
In Fern, Id cafeteria, the soda sells for
'0 cents it. a 10-ounce bottle.
"We're a prmuum soda. It's a little
more expensi,t, but it's a specialty

APARTMENTS
For fall and summer
efficiencies, 1 -2-3-4-5 bedroom
Call: 941-.9113
866-2516
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Music sororityin runni

natIonal award
of service are directed toward the community in order to receive better
recognition of the community."
ln the fall TBS has a food drive for
the needy, which this year went to the
Brewer Congregational Church Food
Cupboard. They have also had a
volleyball-a-thon. Donations from
public businesses went to the Ronald
McDonald House in Bangor.
Schroeder said there are two service
projects in the making. First is the Ddtsi
Nu Band Camp Scholarship.
"abat is) designed to help out local
female high school students who can't
afford band camp at UMaine but are
deserving of it," Schroeder said.
The second is the Outstanding High
School Bandswoman Award. This is an
honorary award that recognizes an
outstanding female high school student
in the state of Maine:
The TBS chapter will be working hard
so they can attend the Kappa Kappa P31

by Capella Tucker
Staff Writer

clinics and performed in a final concert
at the Maine Center'for the Arts.
,
-The Band Day had area high schools
The University of Maine alai rer of come to the university last month to
Tau Beta Sigma, the honorary band
listen to several of the university's bands
sorority, _is in the.. running 'o the
and participate in clinics to improve their
Chapter Leadership Award, giveii io the. musical abilities.
outstanding chapter in the nation.
Professor Clifford "Chip" Farnum
"We're tickled to death," said Louis
said TBS is very helpful in helping arHall, an associate professor ol music
range such events.
and adviser to Maine's only TBS chapter.
Gretchen Schroeder, the president of
"(TBS) is an outstanding orgamintion
TBS,said "the whole purpose of the two
natinnally.," said Hall. "( rhese
chapters(TBS and KKPsi)is for the betstudents)are a step ahead (because they
terment of the college bands." •
arc) a part of an organization that works
Schroeder said that Tri..c, and KY.Psi
together and that sets goals and at:work closely together because of their
.-ompliches them "
common ideals and interestsLudlow Hallman, chairman of the
"kliPsi and Titik have a unique wo;kPIUSIC department,-aid he and the
mg relationship," said Schroeder.
department are "very excited (and)sup"Through our communii.mion every
portive."
week and joint meetings, we filid it easier
Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi
to plan service projects together "
are the national honorary band sorority
"Working together we can do Liner
and fraternity.
and better things," Schroeder said.
This kind of recognition is nothing "VvC also do fun things that promote
new to the TBS chapter. It has already -unity and friendship between the two
been selected as one of the top 10 chapters."
chapters fur 1987-1989, and has been
TBS has many fundraising projects
recognized as being among the top five
throughout the year such as Bottle
chapters in its district.
Drives, 50150 raffles, balloon sales, car
"(The sorority) provides specific serwashes, and penny drives.
vices;
the kind of visible and active
All the money gOeiblet intit-tbethings the music department needs"
department to fund such events as the
"If the department hadn't had the serSpnng Departmental Formal and to help
vices of these organizations, TBS and
in "the upkeep of records and materials
KKPsi, for the Distnct V Festival and for
we need such as pledge manuals, ritual
the Band Day, I don't know where the
books, and ritual items," said
help would have come from," Hall Schroeder.
said,
"(TBS) is very sers ice-oriented and
Several hundred high school students
very, very active, in fact surprisingly
participated in the District V Music
so," said Hall. "They cover a lot of
Festisal which took place one weekend
ground over the course of the year."
last semester. The students attended
Schroeder said that "certain aspects
\
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and Tau Beta Sigma 1989 National Convention this summer. The winner of the
Chapter Leadership Award will be announced at the convention at Oklahoma
State University.
Schroeder said that they will be having extra fundraisers and will be "appealing to the administration and department for financial support." Hallman
said that he hopes they can "work out
a way" to send TBS to the convention.
At the convention, several TBS
members will be required to give a ten
minute presentation on "Why your
chapter should he awarded :he Chapter
Leadership Award," and to submit
other required material such as the "top
ten" Chapter Report, letters of recommendation, and the Chapter Scrapbook.
TEtS and the other nominees will be
reviewed by a committee and the recipient of the award will be honored at the
final joint session of the convention.

Wilde-Stein
Student Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual
Support Group
Meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
All invited to attend
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General Student Seha
announces:
This week's meeting will be at 120 Little

at 6:00 par
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Bill Kennedy
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Aroostook Hall
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Gary Atwood
Corbett, Oak, Hart, Hannibal Hamlin Hall
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Thane Grant
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Maureen Rosenberg
Dunn Hall
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Gannett Hall Robert Bailow
Hancock Hall
Thomas Palmer
Jim Moorhead
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eventually re-establish Maine's lost
caribou herd. Shortly after transport
five of the original herd died, leaving
22 caribou to establish a nursery herd.
Since then, the herd has grown to
41 animals. The 14 caribou will remain in a three-acre enclosure at Bas-----;ter State Park for several weeks and .
will eventually be released into the
wild. The retainina period will allow
the animals to recover from the mite.
ment of the transfer, to adjust to their
new surroundings and to be weaned
from the pellets they had been fed at
the unisersits
The release site is remaining undisclosed since project °metals fear
human contact and harassment might
jeopardize the success of the experiment and possibly damage
ecosystems in the park. McCollough
said. Contact with the public and
media will be minimal throughout the
transfer and reintroduction.
"It is very important that we protect the caribou and the park,"
McCollough said.
McCollough likened the possibility of seeing one of the 14 caribou in
the 200,000 acre area to raiding a needle in a haystack_ He said people have
a great place to view the .caribou at
the university.
After four or five years
McCollough hopes to have established a herd of approximately 100
animals. Although the experiment
may not he successful. McCollough
said. "At least we will know one way
or the other whether a herd can be
reestablished in Maine'
"We will be pros iding saluablc in
ntafOn to others who are
terested in restoring woodland
Each of the caribou will be equipped with a radio collar rli
ill hdpthe researchers monitor the animal's
movements for up to eight years.
Antennas will be placed on mountain
tops in the caribou range and esentually researchers will be able to
locate each caribou es-cry-15mi'.17,
It is hoped because the animals were
in captivity, that they will not
be
remely migratory.
The l‘kree greatest threats to stirthe s:-aribou- face-are-a brain - worm parasite that fatally damages
the neurological system, predation
from bears and coyotes, and illegal
shooting.
The Maine State Legislature recent-lypa_ssed a bill to establish a $10.000
fine and a three-month jail sentence
for shooting a caribou.
The last experimental reintroduction took place in 14163-when 23 adult
caribou were taken from Newfoundland and released in Baxter
State Park by the Maine Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife Dept. The
I. caribou lasted only a short time and
mysteriously disappeared. It is not
known if they died from poaching or
disease.
lithe herd should not survive this
time, it will not be a mystery since
each radio collar has a mortality stn. sor which will notify the researchers
immediately when a caribou dies.
• "Someday we hope the peopk of--Maine will have i chance to see.a
- Caribou
in
the
woods,"
_ McCollough said, "That's what it's all
-about."
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Is or isn't Maine's Casco Bay polluted? Some researchers say it is, while a University of
Maine professor--and others claim the pollution is limited only to "pocket areas."

by
Debbie
Dutton

Casco Bay1.

studies b'. Larsen. were published in 1987 by the National(keanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)as part of a nationwide study
called the Status and Trends Report Johnson said she was contacted by
the media. but their interest soon faded.
What Johnson and Larsen found were higher than natural concentrations of trace meats associated with industrial wastes_ including..
lead. copper. /in: and nickel.-:
The livers of wi1er flouder taken frorn outer Casco Bay. contained the highest levels of lead among the samples taken nationwide.
Winter flouder are bottom teeding-fish. which makes them excellent for 'studs due to their close association with the sedianient where . •
pollution tends to accumulate.
- They also found higher than expected levels of polychlorinated
biphenyl.(PCBs).a compound uSed in electrical equipment as a flame
retardant and lubricator. The United States banned the manufacture of
PCBs in 1979 when the potential environmental-hazard of PCBs was
realited. However. many electrical transformers containing PCBs are _
still in use.
PCBs ha.c been observed to cause reproductive failure, birth
ietects and suppression of the immune system among other things.
Birds. mammals and aquatic organisms are susceptible to the effects of

an integral pan ot
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. lhal•the ttUj iint aquatic resource of southern
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Maine Casco Bay is in danger of itrsing its perceived clean
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status.
%lam southern Mainc-residents % iew the ha% as a t. lean
..:ateir. hut remember J lime when raw sewage and industri.,
plants were built in 1978 in
w sics ran lieely two
.
ty
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w
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Recent trirtling• indicate that the Niy may again be classitic,!
as polluted waters NIthough some mariner %liens claim the bay
especially Portland Harbor -are extremely. polluted, others niaii.
tam 'fhe stlualton is not .is had as preliminary, studies may show
In 1981atiiiT9R2.researchers Anne Johnson and Peter Lusk.'
I rom,he th—gekiSs 1.abirrahlry forOcean Sc*ences in Boothbay
Hattor conducted tests on the ocean floor of C'asco Bay.
The findings cif Johnson and I arsen -c studies and subsequent

-

Polycyclic aror.nattc hydrocarbons(PAHst which are combustion by -prodircts. werealso found in higher than expected quantities in:
.asco Ray.
-PAH is what gives you cancer in cigarette smoke."said Johnsen,
who is now a policy des elopment specialist in Augusta at the State,
Planning Office.

Ca.sco Bay area in detail.

(see CASCO page 10)
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(continued from page 9)
any people think PAHs come from oil spilhi.but they are a result of the
incomplete combustion of different fuels,".;he said and added automo
bile exhaust. wood stove smoke,industrial makeand jet exhaust as some
munples of where PAHs flow from
Although the levels of pollutants were higher than Johnson e spected they- weren't as L.
The pollution enters die bay dm.poem hattain-poist
high as levels found in the highly polluted Boston Harbor. However,she asked,"some of - : Point goatees are identifiable discherge points from *ewer
- dm:Id &chirp pipe.and.ithailar facilities.
the levels were close."
-•- A Boston-based &vironmental group, the Conservative Lay Foundation((IF). in
Mongol*ameme imbeds san-offhum parkas Weend wank
feilds to wine beim *etany empty Imo the bay. .
conjunction with the Rockland Island Institute, published a report on October 27, 1988.
utte,4 "Troubled Water,."
sewer overflown(CSO).
The report indicated high levels of serious contaminants were found in Portland
‘..,
,
Harbor and Casco Bay.'Their report was based on a combination of studies, including the
Both diestorm drainagesystem tibiae sewer combine in the same pipesand pass
allim•"016 tie „V":"``. "` t••••,,..t.'.,....
Bigelow Lab study and Johnson and Litflien'S Status and Trends report.
'
•"11
Was atga
su
nuirrr4;WO rig u'illy. l'ir iiiiiiii bnvy .
midlow,the system allows some ofthe drainageand armee why-paos the plains to
Eleanor Dorsey.a marine resource scientist from CLF.said they became involves1 with
amid baci-ups and flooding. Thus. raw sewage sad meet WWI flow into the bay
Casco Bay when Philip Conklin& member of the CLF hoard of trustees and director of the
unnamed during heavy min storms.
Island institute of Rockland -contacted the foundation and told them things were not well
The citing(Partaind.South Pannedaid%Amok,shag with the S.D.Warmth
in the bay.
Co.(paper mai)ire the four largest dischargers Moth, bay. dumping almost 28
*luded in the CLF report were 1111(.11%4s of high levels of the bacteria coliform,found
million gall= oftreated sewage per day. acoordimg ID dm in the Troubled Wan in fecal WaSteS. in water samples taken near East End Beach in Portland Harbor. East End
report.
Beach is ustj for swimming and sunbathing.
. .
Eleanor Doney.a Militille trsoultt looniest ham aa envuomearalimap.Cana:Mika Law Fouedatio& mid the Ponalad Wane District hes faded so property
disinfect in sewage discharge on may occasions.
It is the non-point mums that can't be controlled. As ittend_M_itRmibkal
amen report"Rtaraffinmaastimeareas will contain a mixture of oil.heavy
Chao day, kW
7.1
•
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-Atm Mallon one oftheindnas atthe natisawide Sam
Buzzards Bei, MA
1.16
pawls that nasdl the mar thmigh the a ia the laws.
Ilarraparmar Bay, RI
Boston Harbor, MA
043
Coos Bay, OH
0.61
UMW Lon; Island Sound, NY
011
•
Merrimack R. lAmitt. MA
0.57
0.53
Salem Harbor, MA
Nisqually A•aoh, WA
0.5
0.34
Souttemplon Shoal. CA
0.2$
Oakland Estuary, CA
0.26
Hunters Pori CA
0.25
Nahku Bey, AK
Chriaapeatt• Bo/ Lower, VA
0.23
021
IL Jobne River Estuary. FL
02
COluonbia %yet, OR
0.1
Dolmen Say, DE
0.19
•
Gialveston Bay. TX
Kelley bases his opinion on the condition of the'leay and on the fact that both types
0.17
S. D Bay South Bay, C.A
0.16
Whirs Bay. Al
of research use samples of sediment from the ocean floor. He four-1 the sediment on
0.16
Dana Point. CA
- •• - •
thebottom of the bay to be extol-Only clean.
0.15
Lutak Inlet AK
013
Soder' Bay, CA
Pollution sticks to mud.sand doesn't hold pollution." he said." Most of the mud we
Sams Monica Bay, CA
0.12
was
saw
Ice Age mud, no modern matenals had been collecting."
0.11
San Pablo dirt,CA
0.1
_Bferenwippi Delta. LA
0.1
• -• Corpus Chrlsti Bari, TX
ov.ever, Kelley didn't deny Portland Harbor did have pockets of polluted sludge
0.1
.
Heron Bay, NIS
Pim ipso Sound, NC
0.1
he referred to as "black may onnarse.- He said Portland is a really protected area
Charlotte Harbor. Fl. 009
and doesn't get flushed like the rest of Casco Bay
0.09
%um" island, MS
S.
Agius
l
ecois
Outsida. CA 0.09
"The bay is really a temporary repository. the pollution isn't collecting." he said. "It's
Bay. FL 0.06
t_oweir Laguna Madre, TX
downhill from Brunswick to the Gulf of Maine.
0.06
Baritana Bay LA 0.07
. "Three-fourths of the has is not contaminated Mc pollution is highly concentrated in
San Artiono Bay, tx
0.06
a half of a square mile-in Portland Harbor.- Kelley said
Island. Gk. 0.06
0.05 :
Beach, CA
John Sow les. director of the Marine Program in Augusta. says he behoves the data is
Charteetor. Harbor, SC
t.wile what accurate. hut the Troubled Waters report tocorret.t1) implies Casco Bay is as had
0
2
- 4
6
as Boston Harbor.
"There are concentrated pockets in Casco Bay that has e high levels of contaminants."
Canambellan
he said. "hut the levels in Boston Harbor spread out for a half a mile or a mile.
Ignells pittal1110,0,might)
mean-that we has e to wait tor it to get there.- Sowles said
_ . "But ._ that
.. ..._.doesn't
. _
• Sow ks is the author of the Agenda for Action, a plan that calls for the state to "take
The Stains and Trends Report foundthat Ca_sco Ha)(top of chart)
immediate measures as well as make a king-term commitment to reducing pollution in
11
Casco
Bay."
has the highest concentrations of lead in the ii.er of fish.
•
• : He
. also said
high levels of lead, found in winter flouder taken from outer Casco
Bay.may hase something to do with the dredge disposal site located near theN0A A control
,
Johnson said fecal coliform is a human health haiard,not a marine life hazard.
station.
- •
"I'm not sure if they knew that the contaminated dredge dump site was there.- he said.
"Fecal coliform doesn't bother the clãm. she said."It's only a hazard when you eat
the clam."
As stated in the agenda."the elevated PAH and metal levels encountered may likely
Because high levels of bacteria have!ken found in shellfish. almost 15 percent of the be 'echos' of Portland Harbor.shellfishing areas in Casco Bay have been closed to harvesters
,
Gov. Jolut Mckeman Jr. presented the Troubled Waters report at a Febilis* news
Despite these findings: there are some experts who don't agree Casco Bay is as conference at Southern Maine Vocational Technical.Ins!it ute in South Portland, Mckernan
heavily polluted as these preliminary studies.suggest.
intends take bold measures in cleaning up Casco Bay.
.
Joseph Kelley. UniVersity of Maine adjunct associate professor of geological
sciences, says the thinks Casco Bay is fairly clean.
He conducted research on the ocean floor of the hay in 1985 tor the Maine Geological
(see ('ASCO page 11)
Survey under contract with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. They were seeking
evidence of major.earthcrake\activity.
.
•
•
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What will be dons
to clean and preserve the bay.

continued from page 10)

-What c don't know is what difference does it make?" Anne Johnson. researcher
and a co-author of a Casco Bay study titled the Status and Trends report.
-The department of environmental protection 'is still studying the impact. but we

don't want to wait and see what will happen to the ecosystem of the bay.
-It will be much cheaper to prevent than to ckan-up," Johnson said.
The Maine Department ofthe Environmental Protection Agency and Gov. Mckeman
decided they didn't walla to waitfor further studies to renal what might happen to Cascon
_
••• ••• •
Bay.
Their proposed -Arsida For Action"calls for both the prevention offurther polluting
. of the bey.and tor the clean-up of what had been discovered.
The plan glib for accurate monitoring of the bay, as well as enforcement of v. astc
discharge bcoasesiOnd the 'up-grading of standards in neW licenses'. Regulation needs to
be reconsidered in areas where.* is ineffective or doesn't exist. A %talc% Ide education
carnpittM will be implemented for the benefit of the publii%
policyrnaker-, arht
catigalay,
'
.•
• .
• -

•
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Long-term prepoinils
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—Toqualify iarnarerioxies. nutrients,as bncsaria into Casco flay.
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_
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Centerpiece
—

CORNER
Professor Ellipsoid Wishes to.tiuir :".dabghtei a gift for graduation. He
Ott a'57
lye.'
his told hei."Nicple.jf you
Chevy klelAirConvertible or a Swatch, but I decide which.' if you make a
false statement, you will receive nothing from me for graduation."
.-che4y)for----What can Nicole say to erisure that she receives the car('57
graduation? .
- Nicole• llipsoid
• • is a senior animal science major from Sanford. Maine
who wishes her-father wasn't suet' ttlweeb.
• Look for the answer in tomorrow's Daily Maine Campu.‘.
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you—re gonna waste

Copycat Movies

your life away

•

doing drugs and alcohol
"

„

every.tngni anotua)

by Glenn Bayfield

you like your acid
_

•

•

emakes,sequels and copycat
Each of these three produdt)ons
‘ may be appealing.
mils(ies make up a large part of the
to, the movieI* because there :is a major motion
movies that are for rent today. The
picture actor in each:The bestofthe three movie:i 18
worst t the three is copycatting:Copycat movies are 'Again! which Orals with the mindit4soul of a grand:
gni% ies that in general have the same plot—some
father (becirge Burns) ending up in the body.of his
more than others.These plots are sos'Avver used that you
gr.Aidson -(ChrIie &Makii after a ear accident. This
can actually know tbefentire story.without.sieeingths"
movie is tops. it earns four starsbut of a posSiblefive
film_ . • ,
The most 'recent occurence,of a'Copycat
movie hiri keen the 'Valuation inyhich okokeople of
The second_ol.the copycats Is Vice Versa. which is
different ages changing bodies. The idea originated in
ahoyt a father (Judge Reinhold and son(Fred Savage)
Walt ()gamy Wacky Wiedisesday. Now after a
being switched Whik holding-onto 'magical skull. It
number of years.the idea has been reborn in three proearns three stars.=`. •
ductions with esutli. the same.pyil line. The copses
The, last is Like Father. Like Son starnng Dudley
are IS Again!. Vice Versa. and. Like Father.,Like
Moore and Kirk Cameron. It is about a father and son
Son
who switch after accidentally dnnking some magical
the plot is very simple 13) sonic magical power
American Indian soul switching liquid. cams two
the mmds and soulvol an adult Ailchild are switched.
Then one of the two decides tei take advantage of the
situation. This leads to chaos and confusain with a
corni*.at twist One of the two haracters tnes throughThe switching of minds ani soul is eve. but it
out the movoes to get the swikh reversed and the other • never
—rdesifved to have thref:Copyrats. Yeititibeirhet—
• character runs aroun basing all the tun. At the most . is.tobe very careful when lookin" at copycat
wow enient rnorbent. the sw itch es seversed and. --Moyiei---you might getikiriM real easily_
things pi track to nprrnal

and your Coke
but you don't FeiTize

he stateme
made in fn
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athletic ability wee
response to those
lick apologized
he said that "a b
athlete on the eve
He said he was
, wrong. It turned c
by a former collet
He said he was
His record pros
' Lick, long befo
nett semester he
UMaine for mino
He said he plan'
ty scholarships wi
While political j,
and Lick's resignat
pos_pointed to con
groups over the p
Former colleagc
Southern attested
his tenure there.
Yet House Soca'
Mary Clark Wet*
reporters Thai Lick
ing" statements w
lawmakers, stil
Peter Gavett affair
funds, seem eager
lick off the UMi
In the State Ho'
his sta
tisht sa
can call him misg
But they can't c•
non just doesn't
,•

you're gonna choke
when that day comes
it will be the end
then no mote stealer
to be your friend.
even though you don't
-have-any anyway-- v.astir's your
—fire nijht
and da .
by ii. Buzzell
J. J. Bsc:elfis a 13-year-old boy.

-+

MUSIC REVIEWS

Chicago Style
:yank Racheil

Lost Days of the Ceiltury
Al Stewart

•

•

At first glance. he ttia appear to he r nos city of
sorts: In a sense, he protuhl
J% he is among the
v en few black blues mandolin players alive. At 7N
he is Noll -going strong He is rreognited as the
patriarch of the Indianapolis blurs scene and still
pq,
-ttinris here% er .he Lan lie still plavs acoustic
hltitticcasionall. but more often can he found with
'his inantkilMamplified by an electric guitar
Yank began amplity mg hos mandolin in the
1950's and onsiders it neves-say in order to he
161,
'heard. He says...You know, when you're play ing
hefore those crowds, and you ain't play in electric.
!,ou lust break too many slangs Hts music, though
model-id) presented is true to it's roots Roots that--stretcb_back_through the 1930'. and 1930\ whoLh
--ease-if-ant'ieidiiigm Memphis. St I outs and
Chicago.
Worthy of note on Chicago Style are the
e‘tcn.i%e liner n•wies by freelance writer George
I ish. which cover almost the entire hack of the
alblim
ket and gise a brief history of Rachel'',
litc
If your local record store does not stock Delmitrk prnduct. write to the below address and they
will provide you with the name of the closest store
___O
-174sdoeS_stock fklmark product or they v.ill tell you
how-son can order from their Chicago store by mail
Delmark Records. 4243 N. Lincoln Avenue.
ChicrgiV.' Illinois 606,18.

by Michael-Murphy

3/

'At Stesvart's music has always evoked a seise
of the fantastic within me His past songs have
dealt with subjects that ha‘e had an Alice in
‘4,
r I3nd or Mary Poppms feel k'eter ofthe Cat h.s%e put a historical period or figure into a
musical setting if lung Sc,rcer) downhes people's
rumps"at flight and flying's pioneers). and like a
good science fiction Of LIMAS!, SS ritcr. Ars words
take the listener to other places. other times, and
occasionally other worlds

Chicago Style

Lad Da

of the Canary

The
I arida,.

Al continue, with similar themes hew, with
Last Days of the. t'entury ..entunng into the
future. Real and I'm e.al creating a yenSe of the
fantastic and mg of lartrttrcal and Jerserhine
Bake! take us to other lands and times in history.
The one thing that has always made the
difference between a gad or had Al Stew art
album is the songwritmg- A1-shin.. have always
been intelligently crafted and have presented the
listener with a maximum of imformation without
getting verbose. Like a gorxl-ar great poet's work.
Al's lynx:. waste no words and create many
images. His music has always serx4tihe shrrg, as
well.
Last Days of the (.7entury is easily Arsbeit
work SIfICe I97X's Tim Passages. Roth 24'
-Carrots and Russians and Americans hadtheir
-moments. but Last Days of the ('entury is consistcnt from the opening title cut to the instrumen- jai closer Ghei‘th //or.iet ••/ the Mtn
.
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Let Lick's record
speak for itself

1

he statements University of M2Ine PresiAent Dale Lick
made in front of the General Student Senate last week
concerning a supposed correlation between race and
athletic ability were, at best. inappropriate. N'et the Legislature's
response to those statements was no better.
tick apologirecl profusely for his foolish remarks in Which
he said that "a black athkte can actually outjump a white
_
athlete on the average."
He said he was just citing "research." That "research" was
_ wrong. It turned out to be hearsay and informal observations
by a former colleague
He said he wasn't a racist.
His record proses it.
` Lick, long before the incident took place, announced that
next, semester he wa.s. adding 20 academic scholarships at
:Maine for minorities.
He said he planned on increasing that number to 60 minority scholarships within three semesters.
While political jackasses in Augusta rambled on about racism
and Lick's resignation last week, black student leaders on campus_pointed to consistent support the president had given their
groups over the past year.
Former colleagues of Lick while he was president at Georgia
Southern attested to his efforts on behalf of minorities during
his tenure them
Net House Speaker John Martin and House Minority leader
Mary Clark Webber still called for Lick's resignation, telling
reportersthat Lick's record was not as important as his "shockIng" statements were.
Lawmakers, still peeved over the president's handling of the
Peter Gavat affair and his loosely restricted use of discretionary.
funds, seem eager to take advantage of any opportunity to shove
Lick off the UMaine ivory tower.
In the State House they can call for President Lick's resigna..±Ainasaying his statements were wroaa and infltunmatory. They
can call him misguided and foolish for making them.
But they can't call him a racist -- with his record that accusation just doesn't wash.
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The game of graduate lies

I've always dreamed about
My List seniesteroUcoilege
When you are a freshman or
sophomore it is almost impossible to even think about graduation.lf seems as...though It is
years away. But as you get into
your third, fourth, (and for
many of us) your fifth year of
college, you- begin to dream
about that ever elusive final
semester.
Well, that semester is here for
a lot of us. I don't know about
the rest of yob, but this semester
is
not all it's cracked up to be.
%id 104
luesdas. kpnl 4. 1919
nn. 43
I was counting on tons of
parties, no studying, and a few
job
offers. I figured my future
After a month or two of sayMichael Di Cicco
would be mapped out because
ing, "Gee, I really don't know
Editor
when you are ready to graduate
what I'm going to do. I'll proyou
are
know
what
bably
go live with my parents in
supposed
to
. •
you want to—do with your life,
Minnesota for the summer and
`11t~t-LititOit right? WRONG!
then see what happens," and
Business Manager
Maybe I'm in the minority,
getting that knowing nod and
•
but I haven't a clue what I want
half-smile from the asker ("oh,
Jonathan Bach, Assistant Editor
to be when I grow up (actually,
she's one of those lazy, unamWilliam Fletcher, Assistant Business Manager
---1 never want to grow up, which
bitious little sloths whose
David Bull, Production Manager ,
is
the
root
of
my
problem).
parents have wasted too much
liesadi.
City
Editor
•
Doug
— And I'm really getting tired
money on her education") I've
Mike Laber:e, Head Copy Editor
asking
me
people
what
I
of
am
decided
to start lying.
Mike Bourque. Sports Editor
going
to
do
after
graduation.
I
try
to
alternate the lies just
It
Dan Bustard, Joe Grant, Assis. Sports Editors
seems
myself
that
everywhere
I
go,
the
keep
interested in the
—40
1.arysa Cohen, Tammy Hartford, Opinion Editors
big
question
always
•
game.
These
are
some of my
comes
up,
Doug Vanderweide, Photo Editor
Friends
I
!favorites:
haven't
talked
to
in
Projects
Editor
Special
Holyoke,
John
a few months ask me. My
Lie -I: "I'm riding my bike
Rhoads Mode, Features Editor
parents
ask
me
everytime
I
call
across
Europe with a couple of
Galen Perry, Kathy Mareous, Ad Managers
home
to
ask
them
for
friends.
I have a contract with
more
Clads Sim% matt, Ad Production Manager
money
(can't
really
Magazine to write a
blame
them,
Bicycling_
K th Reddy , Assistant Ad Production Manager'
—Tguess.)My roommates ask me
series of articles about the
-every morning just in case I
They are going to pay for the
came
to
some
decision
in
the
entire
trip and pay me S5,000
University
of
The Dolly Mime(-ampus is published use times a week at the
middle of the night. And worst
for the stories. They also said
Maine.(Hikes are in the basement of Lord Hall, Suite 7A, UM1ine, Orono
ME 04469 Telephone numbers: Advertising. 911-1273; Subscriptions, 581-1272;
of
they may offer me"permanent
, all, people I have never seen
--Editor, 581-1271; Newsroom. 511-1267, 1269, 1270-, Sports, 511-1268. Printed
before
in
my
life
but
have
to
job after the trip:"
ride
at the Ellsworth Amencanilm:. Ellsworth, ME.(c)Copyright, The Detly Moine
up the chairli ft with always ask
Lic -2: "I've been offered a
Campus, All rights reserved.
job as a communications direc-

The Daily Maine Cam

Cynthia Beckwith

tor at ,Sun Valley, Idaho. I'll be
starting at S30,00()and get to ski
for two or three hours every
day."
Lie -3: "I'm going to work
le'firrne-Magazine as an assis=
tant to an overseas correspondent. They have promised me a
byline within a year."
Lie -4: "My boyfriend won
the Megabucks last month and
we are planning to buy a summer home in Hawaii and a
winter home in Zermat,
Switzerland. Neither of us will
ever have to work again."
Lie -5: "I've been working on
a novel in my spare time and
Random House has given me a
S50,000 advance after reading
only the first three chapters.
They are expecting it to be a
bestseller.
Lie -6: (1 keep this one for
those who are really getting on
my nerves) "I'm three months
pregnant right now and my
boyfriend is the night manager
at the local late-night convenience store. If we have enough
money after we pay this month's
rent, we might travel to Bangor
and get married by the justice
of the peace and then honeymoon at the Dick Stacey's
Motel. Then I figure I can apply for welfare -and stay home
and watCh Gerardo and my
favorite game shows all day
while I wait for the baby.
Cynthia Beckwith is a senior
journalism and public management, major who would take
any of the first five lies if they
were offered to her. And might
consider the sixth U..all elsefails.
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Response
What is
racism?
To the editor:

University
discredit

Should the presidentlesign?
To the editor:

Is there racism at the University of Maine? There certainly
is!
But racism is noi merely
statements based on prejudice.
Racism is attitudes and actions
that harm people of color and
present them from taking advantage of their rights and opportunities. It is both institutions and individuals. Racism.
I believe, is prejudice plus the
power to hurt, shame, stifle, and
destroy its victims.
The pitifully small number/
people of color who
students, faculty, staff, and administrators on this campus,
much more than Dale Lick's
comments, are what racism is
all about and what needs to be
addressed and changed.
Larry Dansinger
Stillwater

"Fire the burn!"
How could President Lick
say such an offensive thing?
Dale Lick, in the position he
is in. should know better than
to quote scientific facts! The
truth hurts, now doesn't it?!
What a discriminatory comment (against whites, if anyone)
to say that blacks are better
athletes. We hate to be told that
we excel at a particular skill and
black studerts must feel the
mune
President Lick must know
something about sports,
however. Has the excitement of
Easter Sunday's hockey victory

.
.
worn off already?
If you didn't see our hockey
players around campus last
weekend, it is because they were
representing our cchooi ir Minnesota. This would not hate
been possible without the approval of the maximum amount
of scholarships to our athletes
allowed by the NCAA. Ask
Coach Walsh where his team
would have been without the
aid of these scholarships.
The building of the new
baseball team clubhouse to attract future baseball prospect is
anoyher of Mr. Lick's ideas.
Eseryone enjoys a winning
team, and thanks to President
Lick we have them here, now.

The renovations to the gym,
new 'Weight rooms and Wier
athletic policies of. the.
presidents are nuturing chainpionship teams. Championship
teams bring prestige, more
students and more money to the
system. The money generated.
provides for a better social and
educational environment.
We would like to thank the
president for keeping us occupied many boring weekends
with these excellent teams.
Don't you think that President
Lick should resign? Just a
thought.
Jim Wilson
kesin D. Glass

The Daily Kan Campus reserves the(right
to edit letters for taste, length and libel.

Got a
problem?
I-Iave a
gripe?
Write a
letter to
The Dail
Maine
Campus

How could Lick Ignore the possible bias of the research?
To the editor:
President Lick supported a
controversial comment made at
last Tuesday's Student Senate
meeting by citing a piece of
research by Douglas Leavitt
regarding alleged athletic advantages in Afro- kmericans.
We believe that both the comment and the support were
thoughtless, but perhaps the

most insulting was his support.
It :s inappropriate to base such
a comment on one piece of
research.
We are not questioning the
statistical validity (or existence)
of Mr. Leavitt's research, as
neither of us have had a chance
to review it.
We are, however,Pointing out
that any statistical analysis, and
most other scientific methods,

involve biases. Such biases can
take on many forms, such as inadequate sample size, nonrandom samples, inaccurate
assumptions,
improper
hypotheses, and ommission of
important variables, such as
critical sociological and institutional elements.
Whenever one consults, and
especially quotes, such research
as Mr. Leavitt's, it is imperative

to be conscious of the presence
of iuch bias. For this reason, no
singular piece of research can be
regarded as a gift of truth from
some greater being able to
perceive truth.
To back one's argument with
a study that may contain any
degree of bias, without making
mention of the presence asuch
bias, is very misleading_ How
this knowledge has escaped a

person with a PhD in matn
perhaps. calls for a study of
academic abilities of university
presidents nationwide. Are they
correlated with shoe size?
John Ernest Schneider
—
Graduate Student
Department of Economics
Garth Norgen Hirsch
Senior
Department of Geology

To the editor:

I am a student at I
sity of Maine. ,an a
personally embarras
university for the ma
remarks made by
Dale Lick. During hi
the chief administra
he has been a constar
embarrassment to t
and is now cultivat
tional reputation fc
and the university ba
recent inappropnate
black athletes. In&
(sent actions are most
to make one forget
cont ributions--t he
museum artifacts tc
athletic facility, his
tion in the covering u
cd sexual harassmcr
earlier comments dui
awareness program t
will be boys."
The fact that Pres'
Apologizes and is SOf
has offended "anyon
more serious. He doe
seem to understand
propriateness of his
actions that bring ells
fine Landgrant univi
the state of Maine.
Unfortunately, if
mated to continue hi
as president, we havi
the farm" because
university or coil
seriously consider hit
dent Lick after the
media give him his
sun.
1.J

1A/itch-hunt! to
Enough is enough.
The current campaign to get
rid of Dale Lick evokes a spate
of cliches: it has all the earmarks of a witch hunt; the tone
of media reports suggests that
the writers smell blood and are
having a field day; the politicians are running for cover like
scared rats and taking pot shots
from what ,they think is sn
alpine peak of moral superiority. The main questions asked as
well as the answers are quite
clear but beside the point.
Has Lick done stupid things?
Yes he has. Has he made bad
judgements? Yes he has. But
I've been at Orono for forty
years and watched a number of
presidents come and go. Not
only that I've read the history of
the university before that. Thus,
I can also say, unequivocally,
that every president we have
ever had has done stupid things
and made bad judgements.
Another question: Is Dale
'Lick popular on this- campus?
The answer is, "No!" In fact, a
rex old hands, who don't like
being routed out Of their easygoing life, don't like him at all.
Personally, I don't like him
either. Because he condoned the
opinion of others, I must stand

s•

.

_

•

rid of Dale Lick is 'clagusting'
The financial mess Lick inherited would scare most people. It'X\ a . catch-22 situation:
anyone vs\
th
7
enough ability to
deal with it
uld know enough
to keep ass y from it. Any
replacement would most likely
run a "holdinperatton."
That is, float al g, act as a
Because he supports the
financial mess we are in now. If referee,. smile a lot._
keep out
the media would like to do of finable Lick is
learns as many games as he has
who in
time for, they say, too, all he is
something constructive for a very few years can mak
aine
interESted in is athletics. That's
change, I suggest they put an in- a distinguished instit tion
a lie. He spends little time on
vestigative reporter on the case among the major land g nt
athletics. It's the people of the
and find out about it. I'd be universities in the country.
state who are football, basketglad to provide such a person
The situation is disgusting.
ball, and hockey maniacs.
with an outline.
Pat McCarthy used to be the
Our present problems fall guy. But because of theoriginated in the l.ongley years. failure of the .1972 bond issue,
This brings up another thing: His campaign against the he had to operate in a negative
I'm sick of hearing about the system caused the 1972 bond political ambience. Still, in spite
Gavett affair. Here Lick was issue to fail. As a result, the of many difficulties he did a lot
dumb. He should have given pOliticians concluded the people of constructive things. Now,
Gavett 24 hours to resign and if didn't want to waste money on when . we've got a dynamic
he didn't do it fire him without higher education. During years Board of Trustees, the best
any payoff. Set how easy hind- of increasing demand for chancellor we've ever had, a
sight is? But the situation at the money on all fronts, budget re- dynamic president, and.'
time was not so simple: the vote quests for the university were because of the success of the '88
on the bond issue was just', trimmed. Over time, millions bond issue, seem posed at the
ahead. Scandal might jeopar- had to be taken from gateway to a great future, we
dize that. If that had failed, the maintenance of the physical have self-serving, witch hunts.
university would not recover its plant and put into the GE I'm 72 years old. One of
the
momentum until well into the (general education) budget. The great things about being 72
is I
next century. In fact, it was the
physical plant degenerated. can say what I think. I say, this
failure of the 1972 bond issue
We've still not caught up in try- whole witch-hunt is disgusting:
that put us into the impossible ing to repair the damage.
enough is enough!"

Guest Columilby-C. F. Terrell
bs and watch my life's work being paralyzed. Hut, these reactions are beside the point. It's
not Dale Lick's business to run
a popularity contest. In fact, the
most popular president we ever
had came close to ruining this
place. No. Only one question is
to the point.
Is he or is he not the best
president for UM? The answer
to that is clear: not only is he
the best president possible now,
he is the best president we've
ever had and the idea we could
find someone anywhere near as
good to replace him is crazy. He
is experienced, dynamic, visionary, dedicated, and hardworking: a model of a "worka-holic." He's on the job here
and all over the country 18
hours a day !n fact, that's part
of the problem: he was clearly
so tired during the senate interview, he didn't say what he
meant to say.

Politic
I() the editor.
Resignation?
I am sure by nos%
has heard about the
Pre-Si-dent Lick made
-lent Senate last Tiles
ding black athletes.
though his remarks v
tunate and inappropt
feel that the situatiot
completely blown a
portion. Asking for
tion is totally ludii
insane.
Many people cons
dent Lick to be a rat
judiced because of
merit. I have met witt
Lick and worked wi
several occasions and
ust say is the ma
rac t. He has prob
more or minorities
black
mericans)
tenure th any oft:el
in this sch l's histo
increased t
umbc
faculty and st f, ag
minority recruit at
funds for 20 mino
ships a year for neat
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Response
University
discredited
To the editor:

Brewing a "Storm in a Teacup"

I am a student at the Univerity ot Maine, an athlete, and
personally embarrassed for the To the editor:
university for the inappropriate
remarks made by President
It seems to me like the Dale
Dale tick. During his tenure as Lick case has been akin to
he chief administrative officer brewing a "Storm in a
he has been a constant source of Teacup." His comments have
embarrassment to this college agitated legions of "armchair
And is now cultivating a naactivists," people who really
!lona! reputation for himself have no basis to be angered.
And the university based on his
Just who exactly are the people
rekent inappropriate remarks on
who have been hurt? The Afroblak athletes. Indeed, his re- - Americans of the White Macent actions are most sufficient
jority? I have yet to hear a
to make one forget his earlier
negative comment from an
contributions—the selling of
Afro-American, mostly I have
museum artifacts to fund an
athletic facility, his participation in the covering up of alleged sexual harassment and his
earlier CORMICIUS during a tape
awareness program that "%ys
will be boys."
The fact that President Lick
To the editor: _
apologizes and is sorry "or he
has offended "anyone" is even
As a native Southerner who
more serious. He does not even
left the South because of my
seem to understand the inap- outspoken criticism of racism,
propriateness of his actions -teaches a course on the Image
actions that bring discredit to a
of the Black in American
fine Landgrant university and
Literature, and has published a
the state of Maine.
book about the author of the
Unfortunately, if he is pernovel from which "Porgy and
mitted to continue his position
Bess" was made (it is in large
as president, we have "bought
part a study of the subtleties of
the farm" because no other
portrayal of black experience in
unisersio-y Of college will
DuBose Heyward and his conseriously' consider hiring Presitemporaries), I find the current
dent Lick after the national
criticism of President Lick
media give him his day in the
excessive.
sun.
I've been fighting racism for
40 years, far longer than long
enough to know there is racism
T.J. Forester

heard from a few very raceconscious people who have
nothing better to do than to
move to have Dr. Dale Lick
removed.
From my conversations with
friends both colored and white
there are far, far more pressing
concerns to get riled about. If
an insult has occurred, then it
must have been felt by the AfroAmericans to be branded as
people who have been "born to
run." Others insulted may be
anti-eugenicists, which would

be utter nonsense considering
the number of ruins around,
overt and covert.-As my question above, irAii—are these
whiners? Sure I have heard that
Jimmy "The Greek" was quietly stuffed away, sure the facts
may not be totally accurate.
This reminds me of Vietnam,
Central America and the Middle East in that the United
States supported corrupt
governments and then took action towards South Africa that
hurt the very people (the col-

ored people)that they were supposed to be helping by divesting
corporate investments. As they
say "U niezs you know the facts,
shut up!" Enough of these
short-sighted protesters, if you
really want to say something,
give to the NAACP fund, the
United Negro College fund or
the Salvation Army for starters.

Abdul Seined Yusof

Criticism of President Lick is excessive
in all of us, that sometimes people perceive racism when it is
not there, thtit sometimes we
naively echo racism. A poster I
designed was criticized as racist
because it utilized a spray of
cotton bolls in announcing a
conference on Southern
literature.
President Lick has shown
kime insensitivity to sexism at
Orono and carries the burden
of justifiable criticism for paying off a woman's basketball
cisach who acted improperly
and for a preoccupation with
athletics. But in this instance he
was only trying, if ineptly, to explain what football and basketball fans have long since

recognized. He did not by any
An Orono student's comstretch imply that blacks are
parison of Lick's remark to
deficient in intelligence.
Jimmy the Greek's assertion
that Black athletes lack the inLick can be faulted for
naivete in buying an argument
telligence to coach is altogether
that serves to diminish the
inappropriate: education should
motivation and application of teach students to make
black athletes and for the
necessary distinctions, not leap
uncertain repetition of a
to inapt comparisons.
second-hand account of one
A number of recent incidents
piece of research as if it were
would suggest that Lick needs
conclusive. But those are not
to learn caution. But so do his
hanging offenses.
detractors.
Lick's critics in Augusta
would appear bent upon showing a recklessness in criticizing
Lick greater than that of which
they accuse him. This is the
William H. Slavick
most burning issue to hit the
Professor of English
state capital in recent )earsr_7_-11Jce1cy of Southern Maine

Politics is the-base of attempts to get Lick fired
To the editor:
Resignation?
I am sure by now.eVieryOne
has heard about the comments
President Lick made to the Student Senitelast lbesday regarding black athletes. I feel as
though his remarks were unfortunate and inappropriate. I also
feel that the situation is getting
completely blown out of proportion. Asking for his resignation is totally ludicrous and
insane.
Many people consider President Lick to be a racist or prejudiced because of his statement. I have met with President
Lick and worked with him on
several occasions and one thing
ust say is the man is not a
rac t. He has probably -done
more or minorities (especially
black
mericans) during his
_tenure th any other President
in this sch • • 's history. He has
increased t
umber of black
faculty and s f, appointed a
minority recruit and allotted
funds for 20 mino ty scholarships a year for not 3 years.

-s
•

don't think a man with this
type of record can be considered a racist, do you?
For the past couple of days I
have been wondering why people are asking President Lick to
resignk Is it because his
statements offended -Black
Americans? I don't think so.
Obviously some people have
a personal vendetta towards
President Lick and are using
this incident to get him fired.
Maybe they don't like his policy
dealing with sports, the mandator'Y stOdent- life fee, or the
way he handled the Peter Gavett
situation. Whatever the reason,
politics is definitely behind
most of the criticism.
Think about this--there are
not many Black Americans asking for his resignation and his
statements supposedly offended us.
While you're thinking about
that, could someone please tell
me what House Speaker John
I,. Martin and Governor John
R. McKernan have done to help
Black Americans in Maine?
Why haven't they even pushed

program they are offered
to have Martin Luther King Jr.
The reason I am writing is
scholarships. Dale Lick takes no
Day a statewide celebrated
because the newspapers have
part in the recruiting process.
holiday?
not told my entire story and
The number of minorities
They have the audacity to ask
have consistently misquoted me_
playing football and basketball (The Daily Maine Campus,
President Lick's resignation.
at the. University of Maine is
NOu've got to be kidding me.
"Leaders CriticiseALicComlower than most schools of its
A lot of people have been
ments,"' 3/31/89 and the
size. However, the ratio between
saying the question that was
Portland Press Herald,.'Mack
Black' American student
asked to President Lick was
Athlete' quote by Lick riles
athletes and Black American
loaded.
students:' 3/30/89).
students at this university is
"Why is there such a great
The last thing I must say is
rather high. I see this as a.propercentage of minority athletes
the reason I and other Black
blem -- it creates stereotypes.
only in football, only in basketAmericans have been successful
The problem was created by the
ball?"
in certain sports is not because
university because in the past it
of our genetic make-up or musI don't think John Gallant
has lacked
its efforts to
cle structure. We've been sucexpected to get the response he
recruit Black
American
cessful because of hard work
did. How could he?
students. This is a problem Dale
and dedication.
I think John asked the wrong
Lick inherited and is currently
person the question. Dale Lick
working on by hiring a minoridoes not bring minority athletes
Doug Dorsey
ty recruiter and providing 20
to this school, he doesn't bring
President Afro American
minority scholarships for NONany athletes to this school. The
Student Association
ATHLETES!
Black American Student Atlete
coaches do. Maybe the coaches
I did not write this article to
should have been asked that
win points with President Lick
question. Rudy Keeling, Tom
Editor's note: The quotes in
Litchenburg, and every other --or save his job. I'll be the first
coach brings athletes to the to admit his statements were not
the Daily Maine Campus story
appropriate. But, he saidieveral
University of Maine to help our
that Mr. Dorsey is referring to
times he was only quoting
teams win. They don't care
came from the Associated
research and he has apologized —Press. No reporter from the
what colotthe athletes are
to anyone whom he has' Campus spoke with Mr Dorsey
(black, white; red, or yellow).
offended.
If athletes can benefit the
in conjunction with that article.

•

/
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Response
Pure sexist drivel
To -the editor:
To the organizers of Rape
Awareness Week:
Sorry people. I ma.s be a
male, b)It that fact alone doesn't
make me a rapist. Would you
also say blacks make natural
athletes, or that gays are child
rnolesters? Reading your pamphlet, I found only half of it to
be factual -- the rest was purr
sexist drivel. What do you want-total segregahon of the sexes1

Maybe you want men to be
made to wear yellow penises
To the editor.
with the words "mea culpa" on
t hem?
•
. The members of the Sexual
Rape, like all crimes, can be • Orientation Services Committee
would like to extend appreciacomitted by anyone. I believe all
tion and congratulations to the
your "good intentions" have
participating members of the
succeeded only in creating new
campus community who helped
barriers between men and
Make the Visit to the campus by
women.
Brian McNaught, an award
winning lecturer and author.
such a success and educational
Will Day experience.
In spite of the fact that five
major addresses occurred the
of
Mr.
same
esening
McNaught's public talk. 101
Nevile was filled to capacity to
hear of the sequence of events
which led him to accept hiinself
as a gay man and also to hear
of the Student Rights Bill. The
-petition 'urges lawmakers to
enact policies that will
guarantee students& choice between animal experimentation
and one of the alternatives
available -- interactive computer
software, for example.
To the editor:
UMaine's Students for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals is
I am writing in response to
helping to gather signatures for
the
March 28, 1989 The Daily
this petition. Look for us at a
Maine
Campus editorial by
table in front of the Union
(weather permitting) sometime -Kent Forbes.
Are you nuts?
this week. Or come to our next
I
can think of a hundred difmeeting this Tuesday at 5:30 in
ferent
ways to open people's
the 1912 room of the Union.
minds
io
the use and user of
The Student Rights Bill will
drugs in the
but asking
allow more of a choice for those
people to try them to find out
students who find themselves
is not one of them.
places in the uncomfortable
I am a student here at rhe
position of deciding between
university
only because five
their personal ethics and getting
years
ago
I
quit using drugs. I
a good grade. Student support
is especially critical to, ,thc think I hase used every
psychadelic drug poss:ble: LSD,
passage of this bill.
peyote, mescaline, and magic
mushrooms to name a few. I usLinda Francis
ed
such drugs to open ms mind,
SETA

Student Rights Bill will
help insureanimal rights
To the editor

Ow-

By the time thes graduate,
many UMaine students .will
have dissected. expenmented
on, or hunted down an animal
as part of a classroom experience. Until fairly' recently,
these practices have not been
questioned in our society; they
were simply considered "OK."
Now, however, more and
more students are questioning
the various uses of animals in
classwork. When ethical and
religious objections prevent a
student from participating in
these practices. what will'protect the student's grade?.
_A bill being considevad in the
Maine Legislature would protect students right to say "no"
to expenments that they object
to on the basis of ethics or
religion. A legislative hearing
on this issue will be held around
April 19.
The Maine Animal Coalition
is circulating a Petition in favor

Thanks for helping to make Brian
Malaught's visit a big success

Truck ad
advent

Mary Kay Kasper- Resident
of his fine work combatting
major
Director
in
homophobia
(scribe)-'
Ben
Liles
American corporations, inDepartmentof Botany/Plant
cluding AT&T.
It is through sUch articulate, --ft-110-1010humorous, and informative
'Ruth
Lockhart--Cutler
presentations as tins one that we
Health Center
Mark Nutt-student
hope more people will accept*
Matthew Nutt-student
human beings who are lesbians,
gay men or bisexual.
Dwight Rideout-Student
Services,'
Sandra caron-School of
Will Steele-student
Human Development
• Bob Sullisan-graduate student
Tom Chittick (Chair)-Protestant Chaplain Masene Doty-Counselling
Irene son Hoffmann-:'
Center
Residential Life
Pamela Dumas SeatsRobert Whelan-Retention
Enrollment
Su7anne--Estler-DirectW7-7Program
Rob Zeller--studeett
Equal Opportunity

Greg

-'(Note: Last week
hypothetical situatii
Mail and Mike &mu
run into (or drive cm
St. Paul, Minn. o,
Adversity. Here is sc
the stalwart student
perienced on the re
four, as taken from

Wedisesday. Mai

ORONO, Maine huge box of munch
Susan Poulin and
(Thanks Susan!). Tro
out. Crew is eager, or
attempts to rest early
PredicrsitddeC -tear
athersity. Predict po
mcnt attempts.

The world of drugs -- a sad place to be
to have spiritual experiences, to
have a good time, and to escape
for a day or two. And I can tell
you from experience that you
may get lucky and get those
things for a few hours, but you
may nit.
I myself have spent too many
hours in hospitals coming down
from them; locked up in jails
and psychiatric wards for
months, an tried to jump out
and off many things, including
on the 14th floor of an apartment complex, thinking that I
can fly.

them on my fingers and toes
together. I have lain. stripped
naked and strapped to I bed
shot up full of drugs, that 1
don't even know, by doctors
because of these psychadelics.
Let me plead with you, Kent,
and any other person thinking
of taking psychadelics, get
educated about. den, Use and
the user by talking 'with your
friend, neighbors, family,
teachers, anybody,' not t -,trying them, becauie you may en)i\
up where I did, and beliese me,
it's a sad place to be.

I have seen way .too many
people die taking these
psychadelics willingly and unillingly,J can't c-sen count

Name withheld upon n"mission of editor.—.

—VEAZIE, Maine begins fiddling with
tes. Seriously conside
attempts.

NEWPORT, 'Vt.
High-tailing toward
border as night falls.
ed regarding Canachi
cedures. Mike suggel
door. Matt suggest
plum. Joe suggests g

—SHERBROOKE,
p.m.) Gas stop in I
Anxitly settles in. B
realize reason for
French class is practi
at the moment. Eng!'
tic old gas pumper
Says, "Once you sleep
(speaking) girl, y
language, nor Hope
that way.

—OTTAWA, Ont. Make first _McDonal
strawberry shake, get
yellow bills for char
Take wheel for Matt,
Rt. 17 ... Avoid l8from North Pole,
Grow edgy. Crew lath
cluding co-pilot. Joe

Maybe it is etter to-talk aboutit".
v

.1

The purpose of this commentary is to
respond to the statements made by President Dale Lick at the General Student
Senate meeting on Tuesday. Nlarch -28.
As one of several people present at this
meeting, I found his statements
unacceptable.
It is both shocking and alarming to
think that one of the most prominent
public figures in Maine would
demonstrate beliefs which are reminiscent of Social Darwinism and other
• similar theories which assert that one
group of people is superior or inferior
to another in terms of a specific atility
of skill. As a society, we have a tendency to believe that racism, or the act of
being a racist, is demonstrated only by
derogatory name-calling with terms such
- as nigger. mic, chink or wop. However,
themselves can be racist and
have the potential to promote
stereotypes. prejudices, and ethnocentric
attitudes.

language in general. Does the uniscrsity really want to improve the climate here
for women,. homosexuals, and . racial
minorities, or. are these efforts purely
policital? "Boys will be boys."
In all fairness Lick has increased the
This is the concern that I ha with
loaded- one. But even if' it was, ask number of aiadcmic minority scholarPresident Lick's statements. They t a yourself, would you have responded this siiips and stresses his support for the
poor preetatiii Tor-People who are
way? .
creation of a women's center. Silence is
comfortable with racial and cultura
At the very least. President .Lick's the greatest enemy for those of us who
diversity. To assert that black people are
ponse demonstrates that he may have are concerned about prejudice and
"naturally" better at certain snorts is to a \long road to travel toward social racism. Lick's resignation would
mean
make a specific assumption about an en- awareness and a conscious, very basic a quieting of the issue. DO
we hear much
tire group of people.
sensi4vity about issues regarding race, anymore about Jimmy' the Greek? To
Whether or not Lick was quoting gender, ".sexual preference, or ethnic force Lick to resign
would be to shove
research seems to be the piece of this pic- background. One must seriously ques- the incident under the
carpet and rid
ture which is in greatest dispute. To me, tion the sin Ty of UMaine in its efforts__ ourselves of its
burdens.
this aspect is irrelevant. It is simply in- to ameliorate the status of minorities on
'am not miniMizing the offensive_ inappr?priate for the president of an in- campus. Althou Lick wants to change appropriate nature of
Lick's statements,
stitution of higher learning to have made the Stein Song and t word "freshman", but these are views
which many people
these comments. Furthermore, Lick,---he declares that black are "naturally's--11014. If Lick is forced
to resign, will
response had little or nothing to do with better at sports. This stternent clearly others mask their
prejudices and racial
the question which was asked. Some does not demonstrate a sc
\aitivity for stereotypes? Maybe.it is _better to talk
students seem f‘v ththir the question was semantics or the connotikons pf about it...

Guest C

Thursday, hi

mn by Jessica Loos
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Truck adversity
adventures
Grog Reid
(Note: last week, we presented
hypothetical situations Joe Grant,
Matt and Mike Bourque, and i might
run into (or drive over)on our trip to
St. Paul, Minn. on board Truck
Adversity. Here is some of the stuff
the stalwart student press corps experienced on the road to the final
four, as taken from my trasei log.)
%Wends% March 29, 11119
()RONO, Maine — (2 p.m.) Stash
huge box of rnunchies supplied by
Susan Poulin .and Wells Commons
(Thanks Susan!). Truck Adversity sets
out Crew is eager, optimistic. No one
attempts to rest early to save strength.
Predict sudden, team-crash. Predict
adversity. Predict possible abandonment attempts.

Rose escapes allegations on opening day
CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete Rose
basked in adulation instead of accusation, still a hero in his hometown.
Gambling allegations against the Cincinnati manager were pushed aside for
a minute Monday when a sellout crowd
stood and cberred and chanted "Pete!
Peter- and Reds owner Marge Schott.
planted a kiss on his cheek,
"I guess my favorite thing is just the
fact that baseball's started again,"
Rose said.
It was the 103rd opening day in Cincinnati, and Rose was back in his element at Riverfront Stadium.
There had been some question
whether Rose would be there this year
when the Reds opened against the 1,4.4or1d
Series champion Los Angeles Dodgers.

But with major league baseball's investigation of Rose still incomplete, he
was sitting in the dugout on a sunny
afternoon doing one of the things he enjoys most — talking baseball.
"You alvray-s know it's going to be a
good crowd when it's 10 minutes after
12 o'clock and you look and there's people already in the Bob Uecker seats,"
Rose said, glancing at the upper deck.
Cameras followed him everywhere,
one of the inconveniences he's tolerated
since baseball announced two weeks ago
that he's the subject of a major investment, reportedly about his gambling.
The latest related development was
Monday morning, when . restaurant
owner Ronald Peters, linked to Rose's
alleged betting in news reports, announc-

ed his intent in court to plead guilty to
federal charges of cocaine distribution
and lying on an income tax return.
Peters, his attorney and federal
authorities declined to comment on
whether Peters had any gambling involvement with Rose, as alleged in
published reports. There's been no sugein thtR
linked tote
hgstoaw cocaine allegations, but published reports
have identified Peters as a bookie who
took bets made on behalf of Rose.
Rose has denied that Peters is his
"principal bookmaker," as stated in a
Sports Illustrated story.
The cloud of controversy carried over
to Monday morning, when overcast skies
and rain covered Cincinnati. But by early
afternoon, the sun had broken through.

41.

—VEAZIE. Maine — (2:05 p.m.) Joe
begins fiddling with pack of cigarettes. Seriously consider abandonment
attempts.
—NEWPORT,
— (605 p.m.)
High -tailing toward Vermont-Quebec
border as night falls. Questions raised regarding Canadian entrance procedures. Mike suggests knocking on
door. Matt suggests Bob Prober!
Joc suggests pit stop.
--SHERBROOKE, Que. — (8:26
p.m.) Gas stop in French Canada.
Anxisty settles in. Bourque cousins
realize reason for good grades in
French class is practicing in Si. Paul
at the moment. English speaking little old gas pumper relieves anxiety.
Says,"Once you sleep with an English
(speaking) girl, you learn the
Language, nor Hope to learn French
that way. _
—OTTAWA, Ont. — (1a35 p.m.)
Make first McDonald's stop. Order
strawberry shake, get back pink and
yellow bills for change Not happy.
Take wheel for Matt, head North on
Rt. 17 ... Avoid 18-wheakeacassing
from North Pole, Soviet Siberia.
Grow edgy. Crew falls off to sleep, including co-pilot, Joe. Thanks. Joe.
Thursday, March 30
VERY DARK. Ont. — (1:45 a.m.)
Provincial Police asks Truck Adversity to stop a moment. Admires
Adversity's handling of cow-path /
road at 150 kilometer per hour in 90
kmph zone(90 mph in a 55). Reminds
us radar detectors are illegal in Ontario. Put detector away and wave
good-bye to police officer. Crank
back up to 90 again. Kilometers,
miles, what's the difference? Will be
relieved in two hours.
—SEA OF TRANQUILITY — (5:30
Lm.) Wake up driving slams Moon.
In pre-dawn light, set rocks. Mountales- of rocks. Snow. Rocks. See
Walden Industrial Plant on hill. Note
Irony. Take two anti-adversity pills,
(see ADVERSITY page 19)

Senior Bob(orkum. pipiag earlier this season against Michigan State, is out of the seises Mabee till lose melt nor. 14
has been an integral part of the leasa that has made two fhuil four appearances is as many yam

Conversation with a special 'fan'
The NCAA final four is more of a fan
all-star weekend than a championship
tournament. Whjlc Seattle melted under
the lights of network television and felt
the weightof basketball's million dollar
profits. the Twin Cities welcomed 15,000
fans with the hospitality born of 4 a.m.
rides to practice and the excitement of
your first pair of double runners.
Michigan State, Minnesota, Maine
and Harvard were the only teams in the
tournament, but hockey fans from all
over the country came to St. Paul: Bee
Gees from Bowling Green were cheering
for the Spartans, No-Daks from North
Dakota were singing drinking songs with
Gophers. and Badgers from Wisconsin
were dancing with Bananas the Bear.
This was the weekend Harvard claimed its first national championship in any.
sport and Lane MacDonald was named
the Hobe). Baker Award winner as this
par's top player in the game.
— The Hobey Baker is a strange award.
It recognizes the best indinidual player
of a game that can't be played individually. Baker was Princeton's two-

Greg Reid
sport legend who supposedly epitomized the ideals of college sports: scholarship, athletic excellence, class in victory
and class in defeat.
Hobart Amory Hare Baker set university records in football and hockey, flew
as a fighter in the Great War, and died
testing aircraft in 1918. His legend was
his character, not his records. But the his
award typically goes to the player with
the best statistics and the most effective
public relations campaign.
I stood next to a rather odd-looking
go amid the 200 or so people at the
Bears' pregame send-off at the Holiday
Inn-Town Square.
He looked strangely out of place, this
pale, thin man inlis black sweater with
a burned orange "P" on his chest. He
nodded to me arta—siniled, turning his
eyes to the center of the room. Six redand-white costumed Badger fans led the
Maine fans in anti-Minnesota. cheers.

The guy laughed to himself.
"This is what it's all about," he
said, running his hand through his short
blond hair.
"Are you a Maine alum?" 1 asked trying to place the guy's face. He couldn't
have been much more than 26 or 27 but
his gray eyes had the look of having seen
a lot in so few years.
"No," he said, shaking his head
slowly. "Princeton."
To most of the people in the room.
Princeton meant nothing more than an
8-2 Maine victory in December and a
non -scholarship basketball team coming
within a point of sending Georgetown to
the biggest upset in its history.
But this was St. Paul. Princeton was
Baker's school. St. Paul was the home
of F. Scott Fitigtrald, the university's
most famous dropout, and the capital
The Land of 10,000 Outdoor Hockey
Rinks come October. Somehow this
Princeton guy fit in.
For a moment, the guy looked 100
(see FANS page 19)
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Bosox drop opener
ADOPTION

LOST AND FOUND

ADOPTION -U not reads for parenthood we
can give your babs a kwing secure Maine
home Call coliest 1-789-5140
Any mterstate adoption must he done in
compliance with Maine laws Title 22
(1,..ntff 1153

•L(ST. in area ot Lengyi Gym. Wonian's
ring Gold with Mai Oval; REWARD Call
I. Cyr 827 7627

ADOP110N. Mane
likr
adopt a baby. We oiler a lifetime of bye and
caring Cari you help in? CALL 827-7210
In compliance with Title 22 Chapter 1153

LOST Blue Binder with Mexican lag %to iker
LPL^ H-11 vx-rutv II kiund ple.rr
CALI 942-4815 and leave message
RE1AARD'
LOST Gloses, Scarfs. Hats, Books. Glasses
- loolung lor our owners. We can be FOUND
at the Inlomiation Center in the Union.
Monday through Friday. 8 AM k) 3 PM

APARTMENTS
ORONO APTS Now showing and leasing
ior next fall Call for apixiintinent
827-7231
4
APARTMENTS FOR RENT:Central London.•
2 Bedrooms. Amiable Mav-luly Call
866-3503 For mose ago.

HELP WANTI.D
National Marketing Firm seeks ambthous
mature student to manage on-carnpits promonom ior lop national companies this schixil
1,cal flexible hours with earning potenbal
S.! 500 Call 1-8C0-932-0528 x22
Looking kit a *Aerials. . soronts or student
argangabon that would, like to make
$50041.000 kit a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be organized and
harchseeking. Call- fill or Come at
1-800-592-2121
R1\'FR
R GUIDES needed tor stAalewalar
rafting trips in Maine For ale* into.
Ca!! 725-2255. or contact Career Censer at
\ok Ingate Hall

BALTIMORE(AP)— The Baltimore
Orioles, losers of their first 21 games last_
year, won their season opener Monday,
beating the American League East
champion Boston Red Sox 5-4 on Craig
Worthington's Ilth-inning single.
Boston's Roger Clemens, who promised to pitch a no-hitter on opening day,
was chased in the eighth inning.
in the ninth. Baltimore put runners on
first and third for Worthington, who
grounded out. But the rookie came
through in the 11th after Mickey Tei-

Yacht club to appeal

SAN DIEG()I AP) — The San Diego
ht Club on Monday refused to surrender the America's ('up while contesting the court-ordered forfeiture of
the trophy to defeated Nev. Zealand
challenger Michael Fay.
"We believe that we are so right and
PERSONALS
the decision was so wrong, not only for
us but for the future of the Cup," said
Keating kor Eumpe the summer(or anstric)9
Patrick Goddard, San Diego Yacht Club
let *sebum Wpm or IEK for no mon- than
commodore
"Our decision to appeal was not an
$160 with AIRHITCH as reported in
easy one and was reached with care and
Consumer Reports. NY Times. Let's Go.
deliberation," Goddard said. "Going
Nessiday. Goad Housekeeping. and national
to
court is not our preference. For over
network niormng show For details. CALE
100 years we have been sailors and com212-864-2000 or wrie: 2901 Broadwa',.
petitors, and we believe the yacht races
Suge 100k NY.NY 10025 AIRHTTCH
should be decided on the, water."
The appeals process could take'about
agyear,
leaving adrift the fate of the next
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Cup race
The filing with the appellate division
CRUISE SHIP tOBS now hinns men and 'of the New York Supreme Court will ask
worTlell Sumer and career apportunrbm
-"that it overturn last week's decision by
(ill tram) Exteikin pay plus Avoid trawf
New York State Supreme Court Justice
Balsanas..-Canbbcao....Pc...411.
.,Carmen Ciparick that disqualified the
I.'((al.
'NOW'(206) 736-7000 itcl.
refundable)
I OST CI1 KNEE BRACE-blue. Last seen
Enda% Feb 24 in the shelves outrade Wells.
It was in a Nix. LL Bean back pack Any
information. please call 435 Hart Hall at
581 4729 No questions
be asked

tleton walked and took third on Ready
Milligan's hit-and-run single.
After Mike Smithson replaced Bob
Stanley, Worthington flared a 1-0 pitch
into left-center field past Ellis Burks'
dive, foiling a Boston formation of five
n fielders.
Brian Holton, acquired in an offseason trade that sent Eddie Murray 1(5
Los Angeles. pitched 41
/
2 scoreless innings for the vietory. Stinky entered after-lee Smith left with a pulled groin and.
took the loss.

club' use of a catamaran against Nev.
Zealand's monohull.
Goddard said more was at issue than
the potential loss of a SI.2 billion
economic windfall the San Diego region
expected to realize from staging a fullfledged regatta in 1991.
He said he pride and dignity".4the
yacht club also was on the line
Fay's challenge, which upset. Saa
Diego's plan for a 1991 multinational._
race and spawned the continuing series
of leagal skirmishes, was launched under
the banner of the Mercury Bay Boating
('Iub.
Dennis Conner skippered the SDY(''s
60-foot catamaran, Stars & Stripes, to-an
easy ssveep..cf Fay's 133-foot, single
hulled ,sloop in the best of three Cup
serves off San Diego last September.
The New York court, which serves as
arbiter of America's Cup disputes, ruled that use of the two-hdlled catamaran
created a gross mismatch'and violated
the spirit of the Deed of Gift, the document governing Cup. competition.
4111..r.softwolp

Penobscot Terrace Apartments

WANTED
WANTED Bass player kit established
Bangor-based band Vac.* and night dub
expenencz.belpfuL 94/-7544 or 667 6257
alternim

Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,

simiiimmussmig
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doze al WM.
BRIDGE BETWEEN -SA
MARIE, Ont. AND SA1
MARIE, Mich.— (7 a.m.)
Soo cotintry. Wish for sudi
Toot at 1988 NCAA hockey
Lakers working on chain-gani
bridge. Adversity crew wir
Coach Frank AnzaInne —alr
at world for height — shake]
waves again.

—.UPPER PENINSULA,NU
a.m.) Note 16-to-I ratio 0
residents, Note 20-to-I ratio
women. Understand why Fl
hung out here. Time zone con
Argue about losing, making t
Litre. Hate math.

--SOMEWHERE, Wis. —
Wish for Bear defeat week be(
Providence Disgusted for self
for driving to Wisconsin. Si
Maine car on road. Am glad n
one stupid enough to drive t
hockey games.

—ST PALJL. .Minn. —
Credentials not at Civic Cent
drove 1,700 miles to watch gar
-dive. Contemplate Peace Corr
Credentials show up, enter rii
hit with local and Maine med
tervitews Radio intersiews I
from President Bush.. Sign n
Feel sery cool:(4:30 p.m.) Tri
sity learns of happenings back
sit) Adsersity. Not surprised,
Adscrsity. Bury Maine si
Change
,
ruets ;
no
I a truck.
t cC
sa. ur
Michigan State media. Fine
(From Thursday

Want tc

Di

includes heat and
112 mile from the UM campus

Call 866-7414
- and leave a messagefor Afril Strawn
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•Adversity
doze off again.
BRIDGE BETWEEN SAULTE ST.
MARIE, Ont. AND SAULTE ST.
MARIE, Mich.— (7 a.m.) Wake up in
Soo country. Wish for sudden death.
Toot at 1988 NCAA hockey champion
1.akers working on chain-gang at base of
bridge. Adversity crew waves. Laker
Coach Frank Anzalonc — already angry
at world for height — shakes fist. Crew
waves again.
--UPPER PENINSULA. Mich — (8:15a.m.) Note 16-to-1 ratio of bars-toresidents. Note 20-to-I ratio of men In
%omen. Understand why Hemingway
hung out here. Time zone confuses crew.
Argue about losing, making time. Don't
Lam. Hate math.
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(coadaued from page 17)

Adversity crew disbanded and played
reporter. Notebook opens again in the
middle of trip home.)
Saturday, April 1
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — (1030 p.m.)
Matt scores moral victory with first confirmed roadkill — gopher. High-fives
breaks up monotony. Joe sleeps.
Sunday, April 2

TOLEDO, Ohio — (9-30 a —•)Take
the wheel for Marathon Matt, who has
consumed four Jolts, three Mountain
Dews and two cups of coffee. Suffering
from coronary trouble. Matt comments
on Joe's hellacious co-piloting skills, Joe
—SOMEWHERE. Wis. — (115 p.m.) sleeps.
Wish for Bear defeat week before against
CHEEKTOWAGA.NY —(130 p.m.)
Pros idence. Disgusted for self and others
Mike drives, Matt ponders distance to
for driving to Wisconsin. See another
Moon compared to distance travelled so
Maine car on road. Am glad not the only
far. - Remind Matt of Sudbury, Ont..
one stupid enough to drive this far for
Matt stops pondering. Joe sleeps. Conhockey games.
firms suspicions Joe has lapsed into
coma due to extended time away from
_sr PAUL. .Minn. — (4:15 p.m.) • Old Town. Fear permanent damage.
Credentials not at Civic Center. Realize
Mike steps on it.
drove 1,700 miles to watdi games at local
—CARMEL, MAINE — (1:45 a.m.)
dive Contemplate Peace Corps. ... (4:20) Heated discussion about recent topics on
Credentials show up, enter rink. Instant
Campus Adversity takes place. Reaffirm
hit with local and Maine media. TV. inmore important things in life than sports
terviews. Radio interviews. Phone call
writing. Get righteous about racism.
from President Bush.. Sign [mole deal.
Grow angry. about it. Hope we learn
Feel very coo1.(4:30 p.m.) Truck Adverfrom misleading questions and not-sosity learni of happenings back at Univerwell thought out responses to misleading
sity Adversity. Not surprised, President
questions.
Adversity. Bury Maine sweatshirts.
Greg Reid, is a senior from Sharon.
Change plates on truck_ Claim to be
Mass. who, like Joe. Matt and Mike,
Michigan State media. Find coaches'.
would be glad to sit down with you and
el,•••••1 e•(
mien-ham/able.
the beer you buy them and talk hockey,
(From Thursday to Saturday, Truck
roodtrips, and scenic Saulte St. Marie.

*Fans.
years old. Then he smiled. "Do you
think Maine will win it all?" I asked.
"That doesn't really matter, does it?"
he said. "As long as..these people are
here, that's the point."
He sounded like he went to
academics-before-at hletics Princeton.
Ivy-on-the-walls Princeton.
"They made the semis last year ," 1
said. "They say ti-iey want to an a step
further this year."
He laughed at Bananas, who swiveled his hips at an older couple. "Only a
champion remembers the champion, the
game-winning play," he said.
Was this guy a graduate philosophy
major? "The final four is like any other
/holiday, really. Do you remember what
you got for Christmas every year or do
yOu just remember Christmas?"
-1- raised an eyebrow. Scores told the
story. Goals and assists and championships and trophies were what hockey
meant. Isn't that what everybody came
to Minnesota for this weekend?
Not exactly.
Ah iron miner named Goofus from
upper-Michigan has cheered for his State

(madam:id from page 17)

- I - 'Spartans faithfully since he dropped out
in 1968. Wisconsin graduate and Hanford Whalers' scout Dave Mc Nab plans
his calendar — work and social —
around these games. And every April
Boston University Elliot Dribben_takes
time off from his job at John Handcock
in Boston and brings his battle with
Cerebal Palsy to the festivities, whether
thc-i'm in C. Paul, Prcy-v-iclence, V.
Of
Detroit.
Scores? Stats? Who cares if that
helmet was a lime too big or a little too
small. It was the last thing Santa ever left
under the tree.
"This is a holiday by itself," the guy
said. "A lot of emotion. A lot of
memories."

•

I looked around the room as people
started to cheer. The Bears were coming
out of the elevators. The guy wished me
well and I felt his hand clap on my
shoulder. Or I thought I did.
"I missed your name," I said as he
faded into the crowd. His mouth moved.
"Hobcy," I thought he said.
"H obey. Baker."

Read the Sports Pages
And stay aneachaf the game

Want to sell your car?
Did you lose your Grandmother's peart ring

Need an

Well, place a t1,4LITLit
The Daily Maine Campus.
ht mom informstion contock The Akertising Depettoeftt ef 581-1273
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data
'mow systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
SUPEaSpCAR

ROAD
RUNNE
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE
GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

-

•

TAKE YOU BEYOND YOUR LIM'rrs
-

•On-Road, Off-Road Flexibility • Battery Power To Go The Distance• As Easy To Read AsItJs To Carry.
Small,lightweight, flexible andeco.nomical. Thafsibetentroithe new Supershat frantZenith Data Systems-71040
in battery-operated portables.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
S.

MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER

7.ariff
THE QUAUTY GOES IN

data
BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM

(207)581-2510

American Ewen,VISA. MatterCard Credit Cards Accepted
198$ 7,emth Data Systems
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